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Summary of thesis "Statistical Analysis of Congestion in Road. Traffic 
at an Intersection", by D. H. Reid
The problem considered is that of delays caused to vehicles on a 
major two-lane road at its intersection with a minor road. There are no 
traffic lights or policemen at the intersection and delays are assumed tc 
occur purely as a result of right-turning traffic (where left-hand-drive 
is the convention observed). A survey of literature relevant to this 
problem is made in Chapter 1.
In Chapters 2, 4 mathematical models of increasing complexity are
proposed as idealisations of the actual situation. These models are 
constructed with the aims of simplicity and realism in view, so that a 
valid mathematical analysis of the steady-state behaviour of each may be 
made. The models are based on such simplifications as the replacement of 
vehicles by geometrical points, the generation of vehicle arrivals by a 
Poisson process, and rules for the interaction of vehicles at the inter­
section which, although probably unrealistic in model I, may provide a 
reasonable picture of actual behaviour in model III. The distributions o 
delay to vehicles is determined under the assumptions of each of models 
I - III, and programmes were constructed to calculate numerical values 
for certain aspects of these distributions.
Chapter 5 is concerned with the assessment of these models, peurticula 
model III, against observations. The observations are described eund thei: 
limitations discussed. The parameters defining model III are estimated, 
ajid the goodness-of-fit of model III to the data is considered. A 
comparison of model III with model I is attempted. The tentative conclus
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is reached that on the basis of the data available model III may 
provide an adequately realistic picture of vehicle behaviour.
In a final chapter some practical applications of the work are 
briefly considered, and further related problems are described.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction and Description of Problem.
1.1. Congestion and mathematical modela.
Situations are often encountered in which some type of 
agency provides service for individuals or groups of a population, 
and in which the demand for service at times exceeds that which 
the agency is able to supply. Congestion, in a broad sense, 
refers to the non-availability of service to the customer at the 
instant at which it is first required. Examples are the demardc 
by drivers of cars for entry to a parking space, or by telephone 
subscribers for the routeing of calls through an exchange<, In
each of these cases it is possible that if the service Is not 
available as soon as it is required, the immediate demand 
disappears.
The kind of situation of interest here, by contrast, has the 
property that a customer whose demand for service is not 
Immediately met will wait until the service becomes available.
In many cases the customers wait in an orderly manner, forming a 
queue or queues, and receiving service in the order of their 
positions in the queue. For customers delayed in this way, the 
interval of waiting for service often represents an economic loss, 
and 80 the minimisation of the total cost of the system may be a 
problem of some importance. In service- or congestion- systems 
of this kind, it would appear that efficiency might be improved
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by the careful weighing of the cost of providing better eorvioe 
facilities against the savings accruing to customsrs, @w3 a 
result of reduced delays. In order to assess various possible 
designs for a typical congestion-aystern a detailed analysis io 
required, which might well initially be concerned with an 
existing system.
The first steps in the analysis of the system, as of any 
other physical system, should be to observe and to describe it as 
precisely as possible. The extent to which this can be achieved 
will vary with different types of system. In some cames, for 
example, it may be possible to describe the service-mechanism in 
detail. In others it may be necessary to use inferential methods 
to discover the nature of the service from observations on the 
input and output processes. For many systems a purely 
deterministic description will not be satisfactory and the 
language and ideas of the theory of stochastic processes will be 
appropriate.
The description of the system is then used to construct a 
conceptual, usually mathematical, model of the real situation. In 
the first stages of the analysis the model is chosen to be as 
simple as possible while remaining consistent with the salient 
features of the description. At a later stage it may be possible 
to modify the original model, in the light of t^ .e analydle, to
correspond more closely with the real situation. The description 
of many models is in terms of certain parameters, to which values 
must be allocated at the discretion of the analyst, and in this 
way a considerable degree of flexibility may be built into a model 
of a particular type.
The inclusion of parameters in a model gives rise to problems 
of statistical inference. There are naturally problems of 
estimation, and an assessment of '^goodness-of-fit'* is desirable in 
order to decide whether the model really reflects the features of 
the situation which are of interest, or whether a further model 
should be considered.
Ideally a model may give guidance on aspects of a congestion- 
system other than the purely economic questions. A satisfactory 
model may provide information on such problems as the general 
behaviour of the system, its efficiency and capacity, and the 
effects of minor modifications on the system.
1.2. Situations in road traffic which generate congestion.
It is apparent that there are many situations in road traffic 
which result in congestion. Vehicles may be delayed by other 
moving or stationary vehicles. Delays to pedestrians are usually 
caused by moving vehicles.
1.2.1. Delays to vehiclea on the open road.
Travel on the open road is often impeded by the presence of 
slower-moving vehicles in the same carriageway. Mathematical 
models for this situation have been proposed by Miller (1962), 
Tanner (196I), and Newell (1955)» among others, and have been 
examined to determine the .lis tribut ions of delays caused by 
differences in speeds of vehicles. These authors give more
attention to the devolopment of the models than to the systematic 
assessment of their adequacy and realism.
1.2.2. Delays to vehicles at intersections.
Vehicles may bo delayed at intersections by other vehicles, 
or by pedestrians, policemen, or traffic lights. Several authors 
have constructed mathematica!. models to describe the behaviour of 
vehicles at T-junctions and other types of intersection. Usually 
the effects of pedestrians oa vehicle flow are ignored, although 
consideration has been given to the delay caused to pedestrians 
wishing to cross a road. (7anner, 1953 and Mayne, 1954). Here 
pedestrians will be assumed o have no appreciable effect on the 
flow of traffic, and we shalj be concerned with intersections 
which are not cont.rollcid by policemen or traffic-lights.
Such uncontrolled interstctions are often of what we may call 
the Apriority* type, in which -.here are 'halt* or "stop* signs 
requiring vehicles in certain lanes at the intersection to give
way to thoso In other lanes.
It is oonvsnlsnt to distinguish bstwssn the terms *9-»Junction'' 
and 'Intersection'. The former will be used to refer to the 
Junction of a minor road with one side of a major road, the latter 
to the Junction of two minor roads with the opposite sides of a 
major road at a given position along Its length.
For brevity we shall sometimes refer to 
'vehicles on the major road' as 'M-vehicles\
'vehicles on the minor road' as 'm-vehlcles', 
and for Instance, 'the driver of a vehicle on the major road' as 
an "M-drlver
T» .junction
Path of
/ A
Path of n-T.hielo. Paths #f merthbound
(southhommd mot shown)
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1*2.3. The main problem of the thesis.
The central problem of this thesis is to investigate the delay
caused to M-vehicles at a priority intersection by right*turning 
vehicles"^ in the absence of controlling factors, such as traffic
lights or policemen, and interfering factors, such as pedestrians.
It is assumed that the major road has effectively a single lane in 
each direction, so that it is not possible for vehicles going 
straight on or turning left at the intersection to pass to the left 
of a vehicle awaiting an opportunity to complete its right turn.
The form of the thesis is as follows. In chapters 2, 3 and 
4, mathematical models of increasing complexity are proposed for 
the problem. In chapter 3 the attempt is made to relate those 
models to data from an actual intersection, and to make an 
assessment of their realism.
1.3. Previous relevant work.
Very little appears to have been published on this problem, 
the relevant papers being summarised in section 1o3#2o There has 
been a fair amount of work on delays in simpler but similar 
situations, and many of the ideas and methods developed in these 
discussions are useful. A brief account of this work is given 
below.
^Left-hand drive is the convention observed.
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1.3.1. Previous disousslona of delays to m-vehiole# at a priority 
intersection.
Many authors have considered the problem of the delay caused 
to vehicles entering a major road from a particular minor road at 
a priority intersection. The major road is almost aluayo regarded 
as containing a single traffic stream, and this assumption is made 
throughout this section. Further assumptions often made are that 
the traffic in the major road is unaffected by the presence of 
vehicles in the minor road, so that for instance an K»driver would 
not give way to a waiting vehicle, and that the flow of traffic on 
the major road is not disrupted by the untimely emergence of 
vehicles from the minor road. Stochastic equilibrium of the 
system is assumed in most discussions.
Tanner (1962) proposes a model for this situation for which he 
derives a formula for the mean delay to m-vehioles. The time- 
intervals between successive arrivals of vehicles in both M- and 
m«>streams follow an exponential distribution, and subject to the 
following restrictions, vehicles pass through the intersection 
instantaneously. An M- (m-) vehicle may not pass thxou|^ the 
intersection within a fixed time (Pg) of the pirsvioms (m*) 
vehicle, but must, where appropriate, delay its passage to conform 
with this oondition. An m-vehicle may not enter the intersection 
within a fixed time a (> p^) of the previous M*vehicle# There is
no reatriotion on bow closely an M-vehicle may follow an m-vehicle.
The purpose of the parameter in this model la to allow 
traffic on the major road, as viewed by m-drivers, to bo nonrandom 
in that it would conform to the output of a single-aorver queue 
with Poisson arrivals, in which the queue discipline is firct<*come*> 
first-served, and the service time is constant. In this way the 
model simulates groups of vehicles at minimum separation followed 
by larger gaps. The result is that the exit from the minor road 
is 'blocked' for intervals distributed with the 'Bore1-Tanner' 
distribution, and is free for intervals having an exponential 
distribution. Tanner's analysis is, however, valid for a general 
distribution of duration of block.
In order to extend Tanner's model and analysis to the situation 
in which m-vehicles seek to cross or merge with either of two 
streams of traffic on the major road, the distribution of blocks in 
the double M-stream must be specified. This problem does not 
appear to have been solved. For a two-stream extension of the 
Borel-Tanner distribution one requires the busy*period distribution 
of two queues in parallel, each of the above type, where the system 
is understood to be busy if at least one server is occupied.
Weiss and Maradudin (1962) propose a model which is based on 
the idea of a 'gap acceptance functionpreviously proposed by 
Cohen, Dearnaley and Hansel (1955)* This function is defined as 
follows.
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We suppose that at the instant when an is-vehicle arrives at the 
intersection, there is no queue in the minor road, and that the 
nearest approaching vehicle on the major road requires an interval 
of length t to reach the intersection. The gap acceptance function 
c(t) gives the probability that the driver of the m*vehicle accepts 
the gap and joins the M-stream.
We observe that Tanner's model uses a gap acceptance function 
which has the particular form of a step-function, because the model 
is essentially unaltered if a block is presumed to start an 
interval a'(< a) ahead of the arrival of the first of a group of
M-vehioles, and to finish an interval a - c' after the last vehicle
of the group. Weiss and Maradudin claim greater realism in their 
model on the grounds that an m-driver cannot infallibly distinguish
between gaps greater than and less than a'.
Weiss and Maradudin exploit the gap acceptance function and 
the methods of Renewal Theory to derive solutions of a number of 
problems oonnsoted with the delay to m-vehloles at a priority 
intersection. They assume that the gaps between successive vehicles 
in the (single) M-stream are independently and identically 
distributed, and that M-vehicles cross the intersection instantaneously, 
so that the set of arrival instants forms a renewal process. As 
they are principally concerned with a single m-vehicle the 
distribution of arrival instants in the m-stream is net specified.
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They determine the distribution of delay to a single m*vahiole 
which arrives at a random instant in time to find no other waiting 
m-vehicles. The probability that the m-vehicle moves off after 
the n^^ subsequent M-vehicle is evaluated.
Several modifications are now made to the original model. By 
varying the form of the gap acoeptanoe function used by an m*vehicle 
for suooessive delaying M-vehicles, they construct a model which 
includes an 'impatient driver* characteristic. The distribution 
of delay to a randomly arriving, non-queueing m-vehicle is found 
for this model. In another version of the model the distribution 
of successive time gaps between M-vehicles (in the original model) 
is made dependent on real time. From this the equations governing 
the distribution of delay to an m-vehicle, which arrived at real 
time T^ , say, to find no other queueing vehicle, are formulated in 
the nonstationary case. These equations are not solved.
Two alternative specifications of M-traffic are also 
considered. In the first of these, an attempt is made to 
simulate am n-lane major road by finding the distribution of time 
to the first arrival in an n-stream major road, when the 
distribution of arrivals in each stream is independent of arrivals 
in other streams, and forms a renewal process in time. In the 
other, the distribution of a gap in a single M-stream depends on 
the types of the vehicles which define the gap, each vehicle now
11.
being ooneidered a# belonging to one of R types.
Weiss and Maradudin then apply the simplest of their models 
to the osse of a stream of m-vehiolea delayed by the M*etream.
They are unable to analyse the resulting model. They do sucoeed 
in generalising their simple model in a more limited way by 
deriving the distribution of delay ezperienoed by each of a pair 
of m-vehiolea which arrive simultaneously at the intersection.
Contemporary with the paper of Weiss and Maradudin is one by 
Cohen and 8tarn (196)). These authors analyse a model which makes 
some use of the gap acoeptanoe function and also of what may be 
called a 'follow-on probability'. The latter is defined as 
follows. Suppose that an m-vehicle arrives at the intersection 
after waiting in a queue for a non^sero interval. Then, without 
reference to vehicles approaching on the major road, but an a 
purely random basis, the driver of this vehicle decides 
instantaneously whether or not to follow the preceding vehicle 
from the minor road. That is, with probability k, the 'follow-on 
probability', he follows the preceding vehicle, and with probability 
1 - k he does not follow, but awaits the arrival of the next 
vehicle on the major road. Once he has made a decision to move, a 
driver completes his movement through the intersection instantaneously, 
and so the next driver in the queue (if any) is immediately in a 
position to make an independent decision in accordance with the
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same follow-on probability. It is possible in this way for a 
queue instantaneously to deorease in sise by several vehieles.
Yehioles on the minor road which arrive at the iaterseotion 
without queueing; or whidh have delayed to await the passage of 
one or more U-vehicles, use a gap acoeptanoe functien i all other 
m-vehioles use a follow-on probability. It will be observed that 
no driver uses the follow-on probability more than once. It is 
assumed that the arrival instants of K-vehicles form a Renewal 
process, and those of m-vehicles form a Poisson process.
The follow-on probability is intended to reflect to some 
extent the behaviour of drivers in the real situation, insofar as 
they find it easier to merge with the K-traffic when they are 
moving than when they are starting from rest. However, this rule 
has a further advantage. Cohen and 8tarn regard the total delay to 
a particular m-vehiole, which joins the end of a queue ef n 
m-vehicles, as the sum of the 'cooqpletion times' of these n + 1 
vehicles (partial completion time of the first), where 'completion 
time' refers to the interval elapsing from the arrival ef a vehiole 
at the head of the queue until its departure. They shew that, for 
the model with follow-on probabilities, the completion times of the 
n + 1 queueing vehicles are independent. In this way they reduce 
the problem of delay to one involving the sum of independently 
distributed random variables. Although they evaluate only the
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mean delay, it would presumably be possible by this approach to 
determine higher moments of the delay distribution.
In a later section of the same paper the model pressed by 
Weiss and Maradudin is considered, in which the essential change 
is that the follow-on probabilities are replaced by gap acoeptanoe 
functions I in this case the probability that of m (> n) queueing 
vehicles the first n only accept a gap of t is a^(t)(l - o(t)) 
instead of a(t)(l - It seems that the property of
independence of the completion times of the vehicles in a queue is 
not possessed by this model. The determination of the delay 
distribution by the previous method would not be possible, although 
results concerning the mean delay would be unaffected.
Numerical results for both of the models proposed in the paper 
by Cohen and 8tarn are provided in a subsequent paper by Cohen and 
de Lange (1965}.
Hawkes (1966) considers two congestion situations, the first 
of which oonoems the delay to vehicles turning left or right from 
a minor road onto a major road which has two-way traffis, consisting 
of a singg^ s stream im each direction. Traffic on the major road 
is Poisson in each lane, and the arrivals of m-vehicles form a 
Poisson process. Vehicles on the minor road turn either left or 
right, and do so independently of previous vehicles. The 
completion of a left turn requires an interval of at least (a
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constant) between successive nearside vehicles on the imjor road, 
and drivers of right turning vehicles must await a gap of at least 
Tg (a constant >  ) in the combined flow of nearside and farside
streams. It is assumed that vehicles depart instamtaneouoly, and 
that there is a constant 'move-up time' a, which is the minimum 
separation with which suooessive m-vehicles may depart. Left- and 
right-turning vehicles form a single queue in the minor read.
Hawkes uses an embedded Markov Chain to find the distribution 
of delay to m-vehicles under the assumption that Tg 2a.
These restrictions are necessary to ensure the validity of the 
Markov formulation employed. If, for instance, Tg >  2a^  then the 
gap with which an m-vehicle arriving at the head of a queue in 
confronted may depend, not only on the previous m-vehicle, but on 
several previous to it.
Like Tanner, Hawkea makes use of a step-function as a gap 
acceptance function. The cost of generalising the smalyois of 
Tanner to the two-lane major road is, in this case, that the 
analysis le valid only for random arrivals in the S»streams, in 
contrast to the analysis of Tanner. Hawkes otateo that the basic 
restrictions on the parameters of his model may not be satisfied 
in some actual situations, where it appears that Tg has a value of 
about 2a. Although it would appear that this model would be moot 
applicable at intersections where the behaviour of traffic, at least
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insofar as gap aooeptanoe is ooncemsd, is fairly xmlforsi, as with 
the other models oonsidered here any final assessment of the 
validity of the model would require detailed comparison of its 
calculated behaviour with actual observations.
The second model proposed in this paper by Eawhea is for delays 
to M-vehicles at a priority intersection and is more appropriately 
considered in the next section, 1.3.2.
In an earlier paper (1963) Hawkes diecueses a zmodel for the 
queueing by m-vehicles caused by a series of 'blooko' and 'gaps' in 
the single stream major road. Blocks have arbitrary known 
distribution and gaps are distributed exponentially* Fohioleo in 
the minor road arrive in bunches at random instants of time. The 
number of m-vehicles in a bunch is distributed independently of the 
numbers in previous bunches with known distribution. m-vehicles 
may depart, singly, only during a gap, and after a departoro a 
fixed time a, the 'move-up time' must elapse before another queueing 
vehicle may depart, should the exit be unblocked at this time. 
Movements of m-vehicles through the intersection are completed 
instantaneously. The distribution of delay to m-vofoioleo is 
determined.
Oliver and Bisbee (1962) assume that the distribution of gape 
is general, that an m-vehiole requires a time interval T to mov& 
out, and that no two m-vehioles may depart in the same gap. For
' 6.
this modal they datermine the distribution of quGue-eise @t the 
instants when an m-vehiole departs.
The model proposed by Weiss (196)) for delays to #»v8hlolee at 
an intersaotion makes use of a modifioation of the gap acoeptanoe 
function described above. If is supposed that a driver at the 
head of a queue in the minor road requires a tima interval of length 
T to turn into the major road. T is sampled from a dJLotrlbution 
with density f(T). If the gap G presented to the driver is ^®ater 
than T, the driver complétas his turn, blocking the interseotion for 
exactly time T. At the end of this time, the next driver in tho 
queue (if any) bases his decision in a aimilar on the gap G - T 
with whioh he is proGonted.
In this model both m- and M-vehicles arrive at random in tls&e, 
and Weiss evaluates in the case of stationary behaviMZ the 
probability generating function for queue length at the instante at 
which M-vehioles oroso the intorsecticn.
1.5.2. Previous diacueaions of delays to M-vehicleo at a priority 
intersection.
In this section we are concerned with the delay caused to 
vehicles on the major road by vehiclee on this road which turn into 
the minor road. As the delays to other M-vehicles caused by those 
M-vehicles which turn left or go straight on are relatively
inGi&nlfloant, ue olaoeify M-vehicle* icto two gronpQS type I 
vehicles turn left or go straight through the Intersections type 
II vehicles turn right. We are now interested in the delays to 
M-vehloles arising from the movements of type II vehicles.
The second problem discussed by Hawkes (1966) is concerned 
with the delay to M-vehioles caused by type II vehicles at a 
T-junction» which we may regard as an intersection at which only 
one of the two K-atroama contains type II vehicles. Queueo may 
form behind a type XI vehicle which does not cross immediately: 
it is assumed to block its lane completely. The model used by 
Hawkes ie similar to that of the earlier section of the paper, 
which is disouGsed above in section 1.3.1.
Another model» Originally discussed by Newell (1999) and 
subsequently modified by Haight (1963, §6.3), is as follows. The 
model is for a priority intersection, but time ie regarded as 
divided into small intervals ('slots*), in each of which the 
system remains in a certain state, and transitions from one state 
to another are made discontinuously between one slot and the next, 
In each lane of the major road at & particular slot one of the 
following describes the situation at the intersection.
(a) A vehicle ie ready to go straight through the intersection
or to turn left.
(b) A vehicle is ready to turn right.
(0) No vehicle is present.
( o .
Natural rules are given which between each pair of slota allow 
the departure of one vehicle or both if at least one vehicle is 
present at the intersection* These rules are suoh that the 
departure of a straight or left-bound vehicle from one lane will 
prevent the departure of an opposing right-bound vehicle betscsn 
any pair of slots.
Haight and Newell analyse this system by defining the 'states* 
at each slot as follows.
State 1 ; no vehicle in delayed.
State 2 % a northbound vehicle is delayed.
State 3 * a southbound vehiol® ±& delayed.
In order to describe the arrivals of vehicles ia the oyotf^ ss, 
it is convenient to make use of the positions occupied by vehicles 
immediately prior to their entry to the intersection. These 
positions are either empty or occupied. If empty, such a position 
may be occupied at each oucoeeslvo slot with consttmt probability^ 
entirely independently of the other aspects of the oystea* Vehicles 
in these positions are of types I or II independently of the 
remainder of the system with probabilities constant for each lane.
A matrix of transition probabilities is defined on the states 
and state probabilities are obtained for the case of stochastic 
equilibrium. These may be used to find expression# for mean delays 
and to deduce conditions for stability of flow.
This model oeeme to be only an approximation to the actual 
situation» even if time is supposed to proceed by discrete eteps» 
for the following reason. In an actual situation, the probability 
that the position adjacent to the intersection is filled appears to 
depend on the extent to which a previous right-turning vehicle in 
this position has been delayed. It is possible that a queue would 
form during any prolonged arrest of this vehicle. Thua the model 
applies exactly to the situation where a vehicle, which arrives in 
a given lano only to find that lane blocked by a delayed right- 
turning vehicle» merely disappears» and thus no quouee form and the 
only delays in the system are caused by vehicles actually svt the 
intersection, rather than waiting in a queue. While it is 
appreciated that all mathematical models are idealisations to varying 
degrees» it seems that an essential feature of the aotual oituatian, 
namely the possibility of the formation of quouee^ hcs been neglected 
in this model.
l i l i l i  %he_r.l*v«moe o f th a .e  iio d .l. to the mregeat parotlem.
It) _ Inmit aqobamia..
(i) Dlaogeto time prooeac. Although son. author, her. treated the 
arrival process as operating in discrete time» it io apparent that 
the characteristics of suoh a process must be based on an examination 
of the actual continuous process, with the result that most authors
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profor to try to oouotruot a oontlnuous time model.
<li) Pola.on I x x t v t l Prooe.s In time. Aa is well kaoan, this 
prooesB has aevoral proportioa leading to mathematical oimplifioation,
and it has often been used in this context. The fact that the
—Xtprobability density for the inter-arrival distribution» Xe , hag 
its greatest value at the origin would lead to difficulties if 
vehicles of finite sise were considered. Thus for this arrival 
distribution it is customary to replace vehicles by geometrical 
points in the model, and to attempt to compensate this further 
idealisation by the construction of rules for the behaviour of 
vehicles which simulate finiteneae of sise.
(iii) Poisson arrival nrooesa with bunched arrivals. In that it 
is more flexible this process would presumably be an improvement on 
the Poisson process. However the difficulties arising from the 
latter are considerable and there is not much prospect of progreoe 
with bunched arrivals at present.
(iv) Renewal Process. Similar remarks to those of (iii) are 
applicable.
(b) Membg"4mm of Congestion. In this lies the eharaeteriotie 
feature of the problem, and in the models whloh follow the attempt 
is made to achieve greater realism by modification of this mechanism. 
Some of the devices used by previous authors are aj^lieable, 
notably those of Weiss (1963).
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io) _Methodg_ ojr_ Analysis. Except for a small section of the paper 
by Weiss and Uaradudln (1962), all of the above work concerna the 
case of stochastic equilibrium, and the present analysis is 
confined to this cans. The analysis uses the Markov Chain 
associated with an embedded sequence of regeneration points.
(D. 6. Kendall (l933)).
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Chapter 2
Construction and Analyele of Model I.
2.1 Derivation of the model.
In attempting to construct a model for the type of intersection 
under investigation, we may take advantage of two characteristics of 
actual intersections whloh may lead to simplifications in any models 
to be considered.
The first such characteristic is that it is usually the case 
that little change in the delay to M-vehioles would result from the 
diversion of each left turning vehicle to a straight course. As in 
section 1.).2, vehicles are therefore classified into only two 
types, and we recall that
type I vehicles go straight on or turn left, type II 
vehicles turn right.
We would expect that in some sense type I vehicles would have 
priority over type II vehicles in the model.
The other simplification is a consequence of the fact that 
queues are not simultaneously present in both lanes at the inter­
section. At any instant, either vehicles are passing freely 
through the intersection without delay, or there is a queue present 
in one lane. The simplest method of incorporating this feature in 
a model is to stipulate that a vehicle at the intersection can be 
delayed by an approaching vehicle in the opposing lane only when
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the types of the two confronting vehicles are different» and that 
then at most one of the vehicles is delayed. Thus, in the model, 
a vehicle ready to cross the intersection (i.e. unimpeded by 
vehicles in the same lane) should be delayed only in the following 
circumstances, and not necessarily even then. These circumstances 
are that the vehicle about to cross should be of type II, and that 
the next vehicle to arrive in the opposite lane should be of type 1.
In such a situation it might be conjectured that the driver of 
the stationary type II vehicle would base his turning decision on 
several factors, as well as the type of nearest vehicle in the 
opposite lane. The most obvious factor would be some measure of 
distance to the opposing type I vehicle, but distances to subsequent 
vehicles in the opposite lane might also be considered. It is a 
matter of observation that it is a comparatively infrequent 
occurrence for any consideration at all to be given by such a driver 
to vehicles other than the nearest in the opposing lane, and it is 
reasonable to suppose that his measure of the distance of this 
vehicle is equivalent to an assessment of the time due to elapse 
until its arrival at the intersection. In this first exploratory 
model the situation is deliberately simplified by the omission from 
the model of this feature of dependence of the decision on the size 
of the available gap.
2.2. Description of model I.
(1) Layout.
The model consists of the intersection of a two-lane major 
road with a minor road. Vehicles on the minor road have no effect 
on traffic on the major road, as there are halt signs on the minor 
road and the intersection is not controlled by traffic lights or 
by a policeman. Thus the minor road may be regarded as serving 
only as a means of departure of M-vehioles from the system.
The lanes of the major road are labelled 1 and 2 respectively.
(ii) Vehicles.
For the purposes of the following analysis m-vehioles are 
ignored.
Vehicles are represented by geometrical points. The following 
restrictions are imposed on the movements of these points.
a) They may not pass through each other.
b) They may not traverse the geometrical bounds of the model.
As in section 2.1, vehicles are classified into types I and II.
(iii) Vehicle-arrivals.
The arrivals of individual vehicles at the intersection are 
specified by the instants at which they arrive either at the inter­
section, or at the tail of a queue of vehicles. Since in the model
vehicles possess zero length, the latter is geometrically equivalent
to arrival at the intersection. The idea of a queue of vehicles.
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as a time-ordered group of one or more stationary vehicles in a 
particular lane, ie however preserved.
In a given lane the set of arrival instants forms a stochastic 
process in time, and the intervals between arrivals follow 
Independent exponential distributions, with parameter for lane 
i, i . 1,2.
With probability p^ an arriving vehicle in lane i is of type 
I and with probability it is of type II, where = 1,
i - 1,2. The type of this vehicle is independent of the type of 
previous arrivals.
(iv) Vehicle-interaotions.
To simulate the movement of individual vehicles through an 
actual intersection, it is assumed in the model that as soon as a 
vehicle is 'ready' to move it does so and clears the intersection 
Instantaneously. It is 'ready' to move only when it i© the leading 
vehicle of a queue (which could consist solely of this vehicle), and 
the driver of the vehicle has decided to move. His decision is 
made instantaneously upon his arrival in the leading position in 
accordance with the following rules.
a) A type I vehicle at the head of a queue in either lane moves 
as soon as it attains that position.
b) The driver of a type II vehicle at the head of a queue in
lane i (i « 1,2) takes into account in making his decision only
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the type of the nearest opposing vehicle. If this ie of type 
II he moves immediately. If it is of type I, with probability 
rj he decides to move immediately, and with probability 1 - r^ 
he decides to await the passage through the intersection of 
the opposing type I vehicle. The driver of a vehicle which 
delays makes a fresh decision, following this same rule, as 
soon as the opposing type I vehicle has completed its crossing. 
Each decision made by the driver of a type II vehicle 
confronted by several type I vehicles in succession is 
independent of any previous decisions made by him.
These rules suffice to determine completely the behaviour of 
vehicles in the model. The only delays occurring are those due to 
the failure of a type II vehicle to move when faced with an 
approaching type I, i.e. those due to right-turning vehicles.
2.5. Steady-state behaviour of Model I.
2.5.1. Selection of regeneration points.
Before attempting to select suitable instants of time for 
consideration as regeneration points for the model, we observe 
certain general aspects of its behaviour which follow immediately 
from the description above. It is apparent that, at any instant 
of time, either there is a queue in one lane of the model, or there 
is no queue in either lane. A queue is necessarily headed by a
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type II vehicle, and the nearest opposing vehicle ie of type I»
Queues may decrease in size only at the instants immediately 
following the departure of an opposing type I vehicle. At suoh 
an instant one or several vehicles may depart instantaneously, or 
the driver of the leading vehicle may decide not to move. Queues 
may increase in size at any instant.
It is convenient to choose as regeneration points the instants 
at which a vehicle crosses the intersection in either lane. Each 
such instant is described by (i) the lane from which the vehicle 
departs, (ii) the number of vehicles (if any) queueing at that 
instant, and (iii) the type of the nearest vehicle in the other 
lane, if there is no queue in that lane. To avoid ambiguity in 
the cases where several vehicles depart simultaneously, item (i) 
will be taken to refer to the lane which contains the single type I 
vehicle whose passage has released the queue, and it will be the 
initial or largest size of the queue which is quoted in item (ii). 
Item (iii) is made necessary by the requirement that the description 
of the system at a regeneration point should be complete in the 
sense that no further information about its previous history ie 
required to specify probabilities relating to its future behaviour. 
The omission of item (iii) from the description of the system would 
mean that this requirement was not always met, for example in the 
case where a II in lane 1 decided to move when opposed by a I in 
lane 2, and before the arrival of this I a further II arrived in lane
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It is In fact exactly those situations which give rise to the 
necessity for item (iii) above which cause difficulty in the attempt 
to analyse, by a similar system of regeneration points, a more 
complicated model based on the gap acceptance methods of Cohen and 
Stam. For certain of these points to carry an adequate description 
of the system, it would be necessary for this description to include 
the length of the time interval due to elapse before the arrival of 
the nearest opposing vehicle. As the use of a continuous variable 
for descriptive purposes at a regeneration point would imply that 
the number of such points is not denumerable, the method of the 
Embedded Markov Chain cannot be used.
2.5.2. Notation for steady state analysis.
The following notation is used for reference to the set of 
regeneration points of
R^(n) is the label given to an instant at which a vehicle 
departs Arom lane i, and at which there are n(^l) vehicles 
queueing in the opposing lane. It is understood that the remarks 
of §2.3.1. concerning i and n will apply.
R^(-l), E^(-2) refer to instants at which a vehicle departs from 
lane 1 with no queue in the opposing lane, in whloh the next arrival 
is of type I, II, respectively.
The interval between successive regeneration points will be
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Galled a transition interval, and it may be partly specified by 
reference to the types of regeneration points at its extremities.
Thus an interval commencing with an R^(m) and ending with an R^(n), 
(i,j - 1,2; m, n « -2,-1,1,2, ...) will be referred to as of type 
|i,j; m,n| • A transition interval is defined to include the 
initial but not the final regeneration point, so that vehicles may 
leave the intersection only at the initial instant of a transition 
interval.
It is assumed that the behaviour of the system is stochastically 
stationary, and that parameter values are consistent with this 
assumption. We define 'state probabilities' as followst
/^(n) denotes the probability that a regeneration point selected 
at random is of type R^(n), i - 1,2; n « -2,-1,1,2,...
It is convenient also to define transition probabilities for 
the probability that a transition interval is of a particular type, 
conditional on the type of the initial regeneration point of the 
Interval.
Additional variables may be used to specify a transition 
interval with greater precision, thus we refer to an interval of 
type |i,j; m, n|, of duration T, and having a queue of length k in 
lane i immediately following the Initial instant, as being of type 
|i,j; m,n; T#kj# The probability density that an interval is 
of type |i,j| m, n; y ,kj, conditional on the initial regeneration
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point being of type R^(m), will be denoted by %(i, j; m, n; 7%k); 
and %(i,j; m»n) will denote the probability that an interval ie 
of type ^i,j; m,n^, conditional on the initial point being of 
type Rj^ (m).
2.5.3. Transition probabilities.
The transition probabilities are determined by arguments 
similar to the following for m,n), m, n > 0«
The procedure is to determine separately the quantities
m, n; T, m~r), 1 ^  r m-1 ;
m,n; r, m);
m,n; T, 0)l 
and to make use of the fact that
r m
Z m, n; T» m-r) dT.
o r=o
The quantity a(l,1; m,n; y, m-r), 1 r ^  m-1, refers to 
transitions from an R^(m) to an R^(n). It is the probability 
density for the joint occurrence of the events listed below, 
conditional on the presence of a queue of m vehicles in lane 2 and
the departure of a type I vehicle from lane 1 at the Initial instant.
Those events are
(i) the next vehicle in lane 1 is of type I and it arrives at 
a time T  after the initial instant;
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(il) the leading vehicle (of type II) in lane 2 moves prior
to the arrival of this type I vehicle, aa do the following 
r-1 vehicles (of assorted type) in the queue - i.e. they 
all move at the initial instant;
(iii) the next vehicle in the queue is of type II and the driver
decides to await the passage through the intersection of
the opposing type I vehicle;
(iv) the number of arrivals in lane 2 during the subsequent time 
interval T  is n-uH-r.
It follows that
x(l,1; m,n; r, m-r)
(n-m+r);
1 ^  r ^  m-1,
where g(n) - 1, n ^  0,
* 0, n <" 0.
Similarly %(1,1; m, n; 7*, m) and *(1,1; m, n; T, O) are evaluated.
Writing f^ - p^ + q^r^, X - + X^ , we have
B,n| r  , (>•2^ )'**'” e(tt-«) ,
(n-m)Î
q pOO -X^(tfT) -Xgt .a(l,1| m,n; r. Of - / X.p.e .X-q.e (l-r_)e (X,?0
' T & T ,
. f dt.
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and 80 
%(1,1} (x^ e(n-m)
m-n-1^2*2^2 
n-m+1
1 - ^2*2 e(m-n-1)
: ■ M"! (a-m)
( x 4  } ’ “• “ ="°-
The complete set of )6 transition probabilities for model I is given 
in Appendix I. A check on the transition probabilities is provided 
by the set of consistency relations 
00 2
Z Z %(i, j; m,n) - 1, i » 1,2; m - -2,-1,1,2,... n«-2 j*1 n/o
2.5.4. Evaluation of state probabilities.
The state probabilities satisfy the stationarlty equations 
GO 2yO.(n) - E E  x(i, j; o,n)/0 (m), j - 1,2; n « -2,-1,1,2, ... , ^ m— 2 i-1 ^m/O (1)
together with the normalising relation
2 GO£ £ /). (n) - 1.i-1 n— 2 ^n/o
(2)
These equations are now solved for the state probabilities
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00If î7© define R. (x) £ yO.(n) i 1,2; |x| ^1, multiplicationn«l
of each of the equations of (l) by an appropriate power of x followed 
by summation reduce# the set (l) to the equivalent set
H^(x)r£lV^Z!2><£2^ - ll + . ' .rp,A(-2)+g^--.(-lJ1
’ |_ (X-X2* ) ( V * ^  . (X-XgV) L " '
+ R/fg) . * (2__ + ^
+ R
fg (X-Xjx) Ifg-x X J
/tgfg \ Pi(l-f2)*2*2^^2 (*-l)
1 7  'fjj]v^^q^rûï7^ • t kIî•XgX)
+ Rg(l) . P^qg(l-rg)X^Xg  ^ * . 0, (4)
X (x-Xgx)
and
X2/q|(-2).X,q2f2(.2).X,q2f^2(-l).X^q^qgR^(l)-X^qgR2(l)-S22fll2 R/fg) - 0
(5)
Equation (2) is
( -2 )+ /^ ( -2 )+ /% g  ( -1  ) + / ^ ( - 1  )+R^ ( l  )4i^g(l ) » 1. ( 6 )
Corresponding to each of equations ()), (4), (3) there is an equation 
obtained by interchanging lane suffices. These equations are 
labelled ()"), (4*), (5*) respectively.
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The oonetruation of equations (3)« (4), (3) has latroduoed 
certain constants which are themselves combinations of the unknown 
state probabilities. These are R^(l), 3g(l), R^(fg) and Xg(f^). 
Before proceeding further we evaluate these constants, together 
with the quantities ), For this
purpose, we have equations (3), (3*)f (5)» (5*)t together with an 
additional pair, found by setting % - 1 in (4), (4*),
XgCl-rg) [P1/0/ - 2) + Sg/tf-l)] - b f 2  (X,+X2f2>S,(f2)
+ Pi*2(l-'2)^2*2(1) - - 0, (7)
with a oorre.pondlog «quation (?").
When the ooeffioients of these six equations are inspected, it 
is found that only five are linearly independent, 00 that, on taking 
into account equation (6), we have in all six independent relations 
between the eight unknown quantities. A further independent pair 
of equations may be derived as follows by an argument based on the 
fact that the functions R^(z) are analytic within the unit circle.
Writing k for ^2^2^^* 80 that k <  1, equations (4) and (?) 
reduce to
(8)
«h.re .&(%) - (1-*) + v~ q^(^2"*)
and X2(x-e)(x-p) - Xgz'-xCXgfg+X-X^(1-Xg))+Xfg-P^Pg^i( 1 '
S S(x) .ay.
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Since 8(fg) >0, S(l) < 0 and the coefficient of x* in S(x) ie 
positive, it follows that one root of S(x) - 0 lies between and
1 and the other is greater than 1, i.e. a < 1, 3 > 1 .
Equation (8) may be further rewritten 
• h(x) + g(x) R^(kx), 
to which a formal solution, obtained by repeated substitution, is
(x) - h(x) + g(x)h(kx) + g(x)g(kx)h(k^x) + ....n-1
( x - a ) ( x - p ) V
00j2(x) + I n-1
k”c”>0(k“x) "PP (fg-k^x)(k^x-1i-0
] I (k^x-a)(k^x-|9) i-1 r
By definition, R^(z) la an analytic function of z at z - c,
so that its numerator must vanish at z - a, i.e.
^(a) + E k"o"-^(k“a) T f  f{f„-k^a)(k^a-1 )/(k^‘^ ’o-a)(k^'^’a-p)l - 0,n-1 1-0 I- “ J
which is equivalent to
«
f f W  i n-1-o+E k“c“(l-k“a) Y T  n—1 1-0 ^ I'j
■*.q R,(l)]fg-a+E k"c“(f_-k“a) fTRfp-k^aXk^a-l )/(k‘'*’’a-o)(k^'^’a-3 )1 n-1 i-0 ^
- 0. (9)
Equation (9) and th. oorr.sponding equation (9*) oonstltute the 
additional pair of linear equations required to evaluate the eight
n-1
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constante, R^(l), ..., /pg(-1 ).
By means of equation (ô) we may now calculate the state 
probabilities (n), n ^ 1. We define
^2
yg - '2 H/fg) - q^X,R,(l),
^2
®0 “ ■ ^2^2 “
®1 “ ^^2 ■ PlP2^1^^"^2^'
b g  -  P l ( ^ - r 2 ) r 2 q 2 \ k g / f g ( X ^ + X g q g ( l - r g ) ) ,
« -(■'+r2^ o^*
'*2 “ ^2^0"
1Writing for convenience Æ (n) - n , so that R.(%) = £ u.x , (ô)1 n i-1 ^
is equivalent to
Ui(»i + kbg) - y^,
Ug(a:, + k'bg) + u^(»Q + kb,) - /g,
u^(a, + k"bg) + + k"-\,) + V 2 ^ ^ 2  + “ °» " ^ 5
If we regard the first n equations of the set (lO) as non­
homo gen eous linear equations in the unknowns u^ , Ug, u^ , we
may write the solution for u^ , n ^  3, in the determinantal form
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_n .
where A '  - T |  (»i + k bg),i-1
and A •l ^^2 
*0 + kb^ 
Kg + kb^
0
a. + k*b,
*0 ^ k'b^
Xg + k*b^
0
0
+ k^bg
*0  ^k^b^
0 — — — X^ +k"^  b^w
0 
- 0 
0 
0
m
0
0
0
0
ao+k“"\.
0
0
-0
eee e.g. Jordan (1930), p.367. In praotioe, however, the numerical 
evaluation o f f o r  large n aeems to be moat eaelly achieved by
regardingA^ as the solution of a ays tern of recurrence relations,
and 80 it in juot as satisfactory to attempt the solution of (10) 
directly.
It is not possible to solve (10) by calculation of n^,Ug,u^,...
from successive equations of the set, as it is fomd that an ultimately
divergent sequence is obtained. This may be understood upon 
consideration of the asymptotic form of (10)« The recurrence 
relation becomes almost exactly
“1*1» ♦ ‘O^n-l ♦ V n - 2  - ° 
for moderately large n, and (11) has an auxiliary quadratic with
roots Thus u + Ba“° and since a*^  >  1, 1,
it is the solution with B exactly zero which is required. This
K}
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solution may not be re&ohed by the forward solution of (10) from 
u^,Ug, owing to the aooumulatlon of round-off error.
The procedure adopted here involves the backward eolution of 
the system (10). We assume that, for some number N, the values 
of u^ (n >' N) are sufficiently small to make a negligible 
contribution to the value of the expression for whose calculation 
the ju^ is required. In the determination of the mean delay it 
is found that the quantity most likely to be affected by 
inaccuracies in the u^^ j is the second moment of the distribution
This second moment is calculated repeatedly, for a selection 
of suitably spaced and increasing values of N, using the values of 
u^^ j approximated by the method to be described. This process is 
continued until substantial increases in the value of N result in 
comparatively small ohanges in the second moment. At this point 
we consider N adequately determined.
T> complete the approximate determination of j^ u^ j, we note that 
for large n, the ratio of u^ to u^ is effectively p. A set of 
quantities u^ , n - 1 ,  ... H, satisfying (10) and with u^ « 1, u^ j 
are found by backward solution of (10), the first pair of equations 
of the set being ignored. The first equation of (10) gives a 
value for u^ , and the approximation to u^ is then
%  - X  u,/u^, n «Ç N,
* 0, n > N«
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Checks on these approximations are provided by
(i) comparison of the value for Ug with the value given by the
the second equation of (10);N ^(ii) comparison of £ u with the known value of R.(1).n-1 “
2.5.5. The mean delay.
By 'delay* to a vehicle we understand the interval elapsing 
from its arrival at the tail of a queue, or at the intersection if 
no queue is present, until the instant it crosses the intersection.
In this section the mean delay to vehicles in lane 2 is determined.
In view of the Poisson arrival process in lane 2, the formula 
mean delay « (mean queue length) / (arrival rate),
(Kendall 1951)
may be used for this purpose,, where 'mean queue length* refers to 
the mean queue length left by a departing vehicle.
The method used here to determine this mean queue length is to 
average its value for a particular type of transition interval over 
all transition intervals. The average formed is weighted for each 
interval by the number of vehicles leaving lane 2 during the interval, 
since by 'mean* we imply selection of a vehicle rather than a point 
in time. Thus the number of vehicles leaving lane 2 during an 
interval must be included in the description of the interval.
In any interval, the only instant at which departures in lane 2
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oocur is the initial instant. If there are n vehicles queueing 
in lane 2 just prior to the initial instant, and if in the initial 
instant the number of queueing vehicles is reduced to k, the mean 
queue length as seen by a vehicle departing in this interval is 
J(n+k-1)•
We denote by %(l,j$ m,n; k) the probability that a regeneration 
point of type R^(m) is followed by a point of type R^(n), and that 
there are k vehicles in lane 2 immediately following the initial 
instant. If we further define by Wg the proportion of transition 
intervals having as initial point Hg(n), n « -2, -1, 1, 2, ... , then 
Prob. [a vehicle selected at random in lane 2 departs during 
an interval of type j; m,n; k|J
(m-k) «^(m) x(l,j| m,ni k)
2 00 00 m®-1 'Wg + E E E E (m*-k')a.(B*)m(t, j^j k“)j'»l m*-1 n “o-2 k*»0
n:2^1| k * 0 , 1, ... m-1.
Thus the mean queue length left by a vehicle departing from lane 2
is m-1Ej,m, n k-0
[-1 1 ^S (m+k-1 )(m-k)w.(m)w(l, j; m,ni lr)V / 2 fw +
:.  I ^
I E (m*-k* )*.(m*)w(l, j®| m%m'# k*)j ,j\m\a« k*-0
as no contribution is made to the numerator by those intervals which 
commence with the passage of zero or one vehicles in lane 2. From 
this expression numerical values for the mean queue length and hence
.mean delay may be derived.
It has been pointed out that the mean queue length as seen
by a departing vehicle is in fact equal to the mean queue length
in time. If we denote the respective means by E(q ) and E(q.),d *
then in the equilibrium case, we have for the time interval 
(t, t+6t),
expected total delay experienced a expected total delay generated, 
i.e. E ^q^&tj « XgbtB |vj , 
where v is the delay of a given vehicle^ 
so that E |q^| - XgE(v) « ® {^d} *
2.5.6. Numerical results.
Using a Ferranti Sirius computer equations (10/ were solved, 
and the mean delays computed for several sets of parameter values. 
In table 2.1, X^ refers to number of vehicles per unit time, and 
the mean delay is measured in these time units.
Table 2.1.
Reeults of oaloulationfl for mean delay.
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Pi 'l S P2 '2 )^2 Moan delay in lame 2.
.5 .4 10 .5 .4 18 .201
.5 .4 26 .5 .4 10 .0)0
• 5 .4 10 .5 .1 10 .207
.5 .4 10 .5 .2 10 ,205 .. (a)
.5 .4 10 .3 .2 5 .184
• 5 .4 20 • 5 .2 10 .092 .. (b) 1
2.4. Remarks on model I.
As explained in eection 2.1, model I was oonetrnoted with 
mathematical traotability in mind, and in order to see whether an 
analyeie of ite eteady-etate behaviour might be poeeibXe. Although 
such an analysis has been achieved, it is of interest to assess the 
practical value of the model before it is abandoned as merely a step 
towards more realistic ones. We consider this from two points of 
view, namely the plausibility of the initial assumptions and of the 
results of calculations of the mean delay.
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2.4.1. Validity of the initial assumptions.
In the model, the replacement of vehicles by geometrical points 
is intended to simplify the mathematical description of both the 
arrival process and the mechanism of congestion. In an actual 
intersection, congestion largely results from the fact that the 
dimensions of vehicles and the widths of lanes are of the same 
order of magnitude. There is no provision in the model, other than 
the rule for delaying type II vehicles, for simulating this aspect 
of the actual situation. In fact, any unrealistic behaviour of the 
model resulting from the assumption of point-vehioles would tend to 
be emphasised by the additional assumptions of saro crossing-times 
and decision-times for vehicles and drivers.
It is just possible, of course, that these aesumptiona may be 
reasonable approximations in some situations where, on the average, 
delay-times considerably exceed crossing-times. Again, the rule 
which allocates to right-turning vehicles the same probability of 
moving, no matter how near an opposing I might be, mi^t be 
regarded as reasonable in a situation where the visibility of drivers 
is restricted, or where vehicles are moving very olowlyo
The assumption of random arrivals may not be completely justified 
by the actual traffic flow at a particular intersection,» but It is 
nevertheless the case that a fundamental simplification in the 
analysis of the model is dependent upon this assumption. It should
Ù..C
therefore be retained in some form if at all possible^ There ie 
a considerable mass of experimental evidence of varying quality 
suggesting that the Poisson model is adequate for vehicle arrivals 
at points along roads some distance from any congestion mechanism. 
This form of vehicle distribution may be demonstrated to be the 
asymptotic form assumed by traffic possessing certain fairly 
plausible initial velocity and position characteristics. (See e.g. 
Haight (1965) Chapter 4).
The assumed constancy of arrival rates should roaeonably 
approximate the actual situation, at least over limited period® of 
observation.
2.4.2. Predicted behaviour of modal I,
It ia characteristic of actual intersections that the tot&l 
number of vehicles per unit time which may cross the intersection 
is limited. This leads to the id@& of the capacity of an 
intersection, and traffic engineers are much concereed with an 
appropriate definition of this quantity. If the vehicular flcTr 
the intersection exceeds its capacity, the behaviour of the system 
ceases to be stationary.
It is interesting to determine what restriction® may be 
necessary on the values of the parameters in order that the 
behaviour of the model should be stationary. We see that, with
probability zero, queues increase indefinitely in this model (for 
non-zero q^ ), ainoe any queue may be completely released, 
inatantaneously, by the arrival of an opposing 11* Stationary 
behaviour of the system is therefore possible for any set of 
parameter values. This characteristic of the model may be 
regarded as a serious deficiency, and it would tend to restrict the 
successful application of the model to an actual intersection to 
those situations where traffic is relatively light.
Inspection of table 2.1 suggests that it may be possible, for 
at leant some values of p^ ,, to decrease delay In lane 2 by 
increasing the arrival rate of vehicles in lane 1, other parameters 
remaining fixed. (c,f. rows (a), (b)). This apparently 
unrealistic behaviour may be understood by obaezrviog that by 
increasing ue merely offer more frequent crosslog opportunities 
to a delayed II in lane 2, with a consequent reduction in mesn 
waiting-time in lane 2. In practice an increase in would imply 
a decrease in r^ - the existence of a relationship between r^  and 
and between r^ and might be considered.
The behaviour of model I does not seem to correspond more 
closely with actual traffic than one would expect from the 
considerably idealised initial assumptions. The simplicity of the 
model would allow of ite analysis by methods other than that of the 
Embedded Markov Chain, but it appears that the value of such an 
exercise would be mainly academic.
A description of model I is given in Reid (1957)
s i .
Chapter I I I
Construction and Analysis of Model II.
5.1a Derivation of the model.
A serious defect of model I ia the assumption that & 
decision to turn right is not affected by the proximity of an 
opposing vehicle. We have seen ia section 2, 3,1. that modifications, 
to model I based on the gap acceptance function as used by, e.g,
Weiss and Maradudin (1962), are unlikely to be tractable, partly 
because of the manner in which such a function requires drivers to 
make use of the entire available gap in reaching their decioiono
It seems reasonable to suppose that the interest of a tm'ning 
driver in a gap in the opposing lane is concerned solely with 'te 
adequacy for his intended crossing"* We say imagine that he hss in 
mind an interval %  which will be called his requirement time %
and which io the minimum time be requires for «tarting up e.n& moving 
clear of the opposing stream of vehicles, His decision whether to 
cross is made by comparing the available gap with as if it exceeds 
a, he orosses without hesitation, otherwise postponing his decision 
until the opposing vehicle has cleared the intersectloco If wor 
regard the intersection a^ blocked in both lanes for the gap^  ^
requirement time and make the assumption of Poisson traffic the 
interval from the end of this blocked period until the passage of
the original opposing vehicle will have an esponontial die tri but, ion* 
Thus any vehicles arrivicg at the intersection during this interval, 
possibly from & queue, will be confronted with random oppceing 
arrivals, simplifying considerably the analysis of a model based on 
such a scheme*
It ia a matter of observation, however, that drivers tend to 
overestimate the time they require to complete a crossiogo Thus 
in an actual situation there is a certain interval T following the 
block caused by a turning vehicle which is the remainder of the 
interval estimated by the driver to be necessary for his EOTement* 
Although, In a model, T might bo regarded as part of the gap 
requirement time u, this would imply that the driver of the vehicle 
queueing behind the vehicle which has crossed and given ria© to T 
would not start to make his decision until the end of the 
To This might be reasonable if he was required to mais© a distinct 
movement to the head of the queue before making hi® decision, and 
if the time he required for this movement wae on the overage about 
equal to T*
Although it would be possible to discuss methods of interpreting' 
a in greater detail, possibly by investigating the relative 
of separable components of and by considering the accuracy of a 
driver°B assessment of the distance of an opposing vehicle, it is 
felt that little would be gained because of the impraetlcabflity of
Ai i. j
aeafiureaents of these quantities. We leave further discussion of 
the suitability of this method of describing the gap-acceptance 
mechanism until chapter Similar types of gap-acoeptauoe
mechanism have been proposed by Gaver (196)) and Weiss (1963)0
In model II the driver of a turning vehicle will be taken to 
make use of a gap requirement time in the manner described above, 
so long as his position at the head of a queue is a consequence 
either of his arrival at the intersection with no queue in either 
lane, or of a previous decision which he has made not to move in 
the face of an opposing vehicle* Drivers in a givea leme are 
assumed to have access to a populotion of gap-requirament tines, 
from which a particular driver selects one for a given situation 
aninfluenosd by any previous choices of himself or other drivers« 
Thoee drivers in model II wht) arrive at the head of & qvseuo 
when one or more preceding members of the queue move off, siako an 
immediate decision in the same way as drivers in model I, r,nd if 
they decide to cross, do so instantaneously. This s^eimptimi is 
intended to reflect the tendency of actual drivers to ®foll©w-on°, 
i.e. to follow instantaneously almost without regard to oncoBiing 
traffic a preceding vehicle which is making the crossing* One 
would expect a model incorporating such an assumption to be es^ sier 
to analyse than one in which all turning drivers made use of a gap 
requirement criterion»
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5.2, Description of model II.
(i) Layout, vehicles. vehiclc-arrivalSo
Model II differs from model I only in the manner in which 
vehicles interact at the intersection. The description of the 
layout, vehicles, and arrival process is as given in section 2.2, 
(i), (11), (111).
(ll) y.hlcl.-lnter.otliana.
We distinguish the vehicles which arrive at the intersection 
to find one or more preceding vehicles delayed in the same lane, 
from those whose arrival at the intersection is uninterrupted by 
preceding vehicles in their lane t we refer to arrivals ^from a 
queue^ in the former case and "in free flow° in the latter.
'Crossing" and turning' refer to movements complete to the extent 
that the intersection is left clear.
The rules for the interaction of vehicles at the intersection
are i
(a) A type I vehicle, which arrives at the intersection either 
in free flow or from a queue, crosses immediately.
(b) A type II vehicle which arrives at the intersection in 
free flow or from a queue, or which has already delayed 
its departure from the head of a queue by either of rules
(c), (d) below, turns immediately when the nearest vehicle 
in the opposite lane is also of type II.
(o) The driver of a type II vehicle ia lane i which arrives at 
the intersection in free flow, or which has already delayed 
its crossing by either of the rules to be described here and 
in rule (d), acts as follows when the nearest vehicle in the 
opposite lane is of type I.
He measures the time interval due to elapse^ , of length 
from the instant at which his vehicle is in a position to 
move (i.e. either its instant of arrival or the instant at 
which an opposing type I vehicle departs), until the arrival 
of the opposing vehicle. He selects a°gap-requirement ties 
a from a distribution with density f^(a). If s he 
delays for an interval a and then instantaneously completes 
his turn, thus blocking lane i for an interval of leng"6h a*
If a > T he awaits the arrival and crossing of the opposing 
type I vehicle, before again assessing the situation by 
of rules (b), (c). Each decision made by a driver in this 
way is independent of any previous decisions made by him or 
other drivers.
(d) A type II Vehicle in lane i, which arrivée at the intersection 
from a queue and which finds the nearest opposing vehicle to 
be of type I, turns immediately with probability or awaits 
the crossing of the type I vehicle with probability i 
whereupon it uses whichever of rules (b), (o) is appropriate.
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The quantity is the ^follov-on probability%  Each 
deoloion made by a driver in this way is independent of any 
previous decisions made by him or others.
Rules (a) - (d) suffice to determine completely the 
interaction of vehicles in the model. As in model I, the
only delays to M-vehicles are those due to the presence of
right-turning vehicles.
5.5. Steady-state behaviour of Model II.
5.5.1. Selection of regeneration points i notation.
It is obvious that, at any instant of time, a queue may exist 
in at most one lane of the model. Queues may be augmented at any 
Instant of tine. The instants at which queues may decrease in size
or vanish are of two types. A queue in lane i may disappear
immediately after the crossing of an opposing type I vehicle, if 
the next opposing vehicle is of type II. Otherwise, a delayed 
type II vehiole may turn after pausing for its gap-requiremant time, 
to be followed immediately by several other vehicles of assorted 
type. Thus the complete or partial release of a queue in model II 
is not always immediately preceded by the crossing of a 1 in the 
other lane. Recognition of this aspect of the behaviour of the 
model is of assistance in the construction of an Bmhedded Markov 
Chain.
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It Ig assumed that the system has attained a state of stochastic
stationarity. As in model I we identify as regeneration points
those instants at which a vehicle crosses the intersection in either 
lane. In the case where several vehicles depart simultaneously, we 
regard the ^first’ vehicle to cross the intersection, in the sense 
of section 2.2 (iii), as defining the regeneration point. The 
description of the system at a regeneration point must include the 
following information s
(i) the lane from which the first vehicle departs,
(ii) if a queue exists, its lane and size,
(iii) if there is no queue, the type of the nearest vehicle in
the lane other than that from which the vehicle departs.
The notation used to represent regeneration points is as follows : 
Rj^ (n) refers to an instant at which a vehicle necessarily of type X, 
crosses in lane i, in the presence of a queue of n vehicles 
in the other lane (n - 1,2,
S^(n) refers to an instant at which a vehiole necessarily of type Up
crosses in lane i, in the presence of an additional n queueing 
vehicles in the same lane (n - 1,2, .*.)o 
R.(-l)I refer to instants at which a vehicle of either type crosses
rR^(-2) I in lane i, there being n(\lqueue present, and the next opposing 
vehicle being of type .
Thus for instance S^(n) refers to an instant at which a vehicle of
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type II turns from lane 1, after delaying in this lane for its 
gap—requirement time e, in the presence of a further queue of n 
vehicles in lane 1. The next arrival in lane 2 is a type I 
vehicle.
Because of the properties of the exponential distribution, the 
description of the system at each regeneration point is sufficiently 
complete to enable all subsequent probabilistic behaviour of the 
model to be inferred without knowledge of its previous history. 
Vehicles cross the intersection only at the regeneration points : 
they may arrive at any instant of time.
We define the state probabilities for the Embedded Markov Chain 
as follows :
/\(n)
o*l(n) is the probability that a randomly 
selected regeneration point is of type
(n ■» 1,2,...).
Ri(n)
S,(n)
Ri(-1)
Ri(-2)
5.5.2. Transition Probabilities.
We now consider in detail the chain of events which determines 
the type of regeneration point which follows a regeneration point of 
given type, and evaluate corresponding transition probabilities. 
There are 64 types of transition such as R^(n) ^  R^®(m), but by 
symmetry we misiy reduce the number for study to 52. The example
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below llluetrates the method x 
S^(m) ^  RgCn)
At the initial instant a type II vehicle is instantaneously 
completing its turn from lane 1, with a further queue of m vehicles 
in this lane; the driver of this type II vehicle has already used 
the information that the next arrival in lane 2 will be of type I«
We write for brevity ^atY" for ”in (t , T+dr)". For the next 
regeneration point to be of type Rg(n), one of the following
sequences of events must occur.
Either r(0 â r » m-1) vehicles depart from lane 1 immediately 
following the initial vehicle, after which the driver of the (r+1 ) 
vehicle decides to await the arrival of the opposing type I vehicle, 
distant time T, and during this time a further o-m+r vehicles arrive 
in lane 1.
Or. all the vehicles in lane 1 cross or turn Immediately and 
the next vehicle in lane 1 (due an interval y  ^later) is of type II,
and arrives prior to the arrival of the type I vehicle in lane 2
(which occurs after an interval*r*4-î^ , say). The driver of this 
type II vehicle decides to await the arrival of the opposing type I, 
and in the remaining interval, of lengthr, a further n-1 vehicles 
accumulate in lane 1.
With p^ , q^ , X, defined as for model I (section 2.2 (iii)
H<t2* 3.5), if we write F^ (*r) » I f^(t)dt, s^  ^- p + q^k^, the
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probability of this transition is
J  oo m-1 -XpT -X.Y y ^xn-DH-r
£ Xg. (p.+q.k.) q.(l-k.)* ,_1 ' dT «(n-m+r)
o r- 0 1 1 1 1  (n-m+r)l
" X  X  ’"2* *'^(Pi+qik,)*. ’ |i.p,(r)]. ’
Xgq^Cl-k,) m-1 /.^ K, *W  J o  ( " H  «<«— ■■)
A-i,
It is found that of the 32 basic types of transition, 9 have 
probability 0. The transition (m) -> Rg(-1) has positive 
probability only in the case m « 1. The complete set of 
transition probabilities for model II is given in Appendix I. The 
transition probabilities may be verified by use of the consistency 
relations of section 2*3.3.
5.3.5. Determination of State Probabilities.
The state probabilities satisfy the usual set of stationarity 
equations together with a normalising condition.
We define
00Ej(x) - £ x"/ft(n), |x| & 1|n-1
“  nS.(x) - £ X <r|(n), |x| < 1»n-1 ^
and fj*(e) » t)At, ^ ( » ) > 0.
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The stationarity equations then reduce to equations (l) to (4) 
below, together with equations (l^) to (4*) obtained from these by 
an interchange of lane suffices. The equations are
(\-X2x )Ri(x ) - [i-fg'CX-Xgx)] x(p^/^(-2)+q2/,g(-l)*p^R^(i)
+ h  Pi«2^2(l)+^ qgXSgCsj)}
fs2(8_) - s,(x)l (1)(sg-x) I  ^ ®  ^ J
(by considering transitions into R^(n));
(^)  ^^  (X-X^x)-f ^ (X)j |q^ />-| (-1 )+P2^ 2^ ^  ^ ^
+qiS,(8,)}
+ El R2(*)fi*(X-X^x) - 
(transitions into S^(n));
(-1 ) ** (-1 )+8^  (s^  ) )-fX^ P2(^^(-1 )+f^^(X)^g(-2)
+ S2(82)+q,f,“(X)R^(l))+Xp2f^®(X)/»2(l), (j)
(transitions into R^(-1)); and
X2^i(-2) - X,q2(/’2(-'*)+/>2(-2)+qiRi(l)+R2(0+S2(B2)).
(transitions into R.(-2)). (4)
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Equations (1) and (2*) and (1*) and (2) may be solved simultaneously
for Rj^ (x), S^(x), and these functions are then determined as rational
functions of x and known transforms, but containing as unknown quantities the set . w ^of constants R^(l), RgCl ), S^(s^),
Sg(s2), /5(1) and
It is convenient to use equations ()), (3*) to substitute for
the last pair of this set in terms of the others, leaving eight
unknowns. We proceed to find a nonsingular set of eight equations
linear in these unknowns,which we shall denote by u^,...Ug,
respectively.
Setting X * 1 in the derived expression for R^(x) gives
p^XgUi + - X^u^ - Xq^Uj + PiQgXgUg + P^XgU^ - X^Ug - 0. (5)
together with a corresponding equation (5*) derived from Rg(x).
The set (4), (4^ ), (5), (5*) are linearly dependent, since the 
coefficients of u^ sum to zero (i «» 1,2, ... 8).
If in the normalising condition 
/^(-2) + /^(-2) + + §1(1) + RgCO 5^(1) + Sg(l) - 1,
the last two terms of the L.H.S. are replaced by formulae derived
from the expressions for S^(x), we have a further equation in the ju^  ^ .
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Writing
''^1 " ^1^*2 *  ^ ^1^2 ( )  )*
+ 1 - S(«2 - I)(f2*(\) - 11^2*^ *^  ^- Pif2*(X,)f2“(X)).
with .Imllar definition of xo Interchanged lane auffloee, 
we have
6
Z o.u. - 1. (6)1-1  ^ 1
koPwhere ou - 1 + XX,q,(e_-1) + f2"(X)S,} ,
o
«5 ■ “  •
7^ “ xx^q^Ceg-i )  ^ xx^q^iTjTïJ ri?2*
>2p *• ®2r-1 lane subscripts interchanged, r - 1, ... 4.
The statement S^Co) * 0 is equivalent to
Pl82Xf2*(X)u^ + P i " 2 ( f 2 " ( ^ ))®3 + =2 " Pg)
■’'(C  - 2^ - ' ' 4 + P l^ Z "2 ^ ^ 2 " (P i "2 ( 1^ Pl^2"() )®7
and
^  Pl(l-*2)f2"(X)+X82q2f2"(X)+egPg(X-X^Pl+X^p^fg"(X)) 
^2
There la a oorreaponding equation (7®).
Ug - 0. (7)
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The expressions for S^(x), 3g(x) have a common denominator 
where D^(x) - (e2-x)(K-X^p^-X2x) + X^p^(l-x)f2*(X-X2x), 
after removal of irrelevant factors. Since (x) is continuous 
and B^(0) >0, D^(l) < 0, there is at least one zero of D^(x) in 
(0,1). It is shown in section 3.3.6 that B^(x) has exactly one 
zero in this interval, at say x - . It follows by the definition
of the functions R^(x), Sg(x) that the numerators of the expressions 
for these functions must also vanish at x « . If we write
1 * 1^ *" *2 )^ 2 ) 
the condition for R.(x) is
+ Pl<l2tl''6 * * (92'yi - - P2))"8 " (8)
A similar equation (8*) may be derived by consideration of Rg(x) 
at X « Og; the equations based on the numerators of 82(^1 8 .(Og) 
give no new informationo (This statement and the next are based on 
numerical work: complexity has so far defeated analytic InvestigatieiL)
Equations (4), (4®), (5), (6), (7), (7*), (s), (8*) constitute 
a linearly independent set from which ju^ l may be determined. We 
have thus determined ye>^ (-2), /^(-1 ), ^^ (^x) and 3^(x), which are 
required for the determination of the distribution of delay.
5.5.4, The distribution of delay.
The distribution function for the delay experienced by vehicles
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in lane i is denoted by B^(z), where it is understood as in g2.3.ÿ 
that the delay to a vehicle is the total time during which the 
vehiole is at rest at the intersection. The delay to vehicles in 
lane 2 is considered in this section.
Let US define
V - prob. a vehiole departing in lane 2 leaves a queue of
: L -Ilength r in lane 2 ,. 0 0  JA  (x) . 2 V X , |x| 6  1,r«0
and Bg^(a) - e~°^dBg(t).
Since the queue in lane 2 left by a driver departing from this lane
consists of vehicles which have arrived during his delay time, of
duration v, say, the distribution of the number of queueing vehicles,
n, conditional on v is
(Xgw)" -XgVJ e , n — 0,1,2, •••,
and the unconditional distribution of n has probability generating 
function
n-0 '-'o n I
- B2*(Xg(l-x)) - AgCx).
Thus
Bg*(x), *  ^, |x| ^ 1, a standard result
We now construct an expression forV\.g(x)
The only regeneration points at which a vehicle departing 
from lane 2 may leave a non-empty queue in this lane are of type 
R^(n) or 82(0). Let k denote the total number of departures from 
lane 2 associated with such a point. For R^(n), k assumes ore of 
the values zero and n, since at such a regeneration point th? only 
way in which a non-zero number of vehicles may depart in lane 2 is 
by the next arrival in lane 1 being of type II. For departures 
in lane 2, if Hg is a normalising constant,
remaining queue is of length r and regeneration point in of 
type R,(n)
t(n-l-r)
prob
H,
Similarly,
remaining queue is of length r, regeneration point is of 
type SgCn), with a total of k departures, 1 & k 61 nprob.
«(n-r) ^(r-n+k-1)
and
prob, remaining queue is of length r, regeneration point is of type SgCn), total of n+1 departures
1 (n-fl) <i%(n)sH, (n-r)
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Here
OD 00 n ,Hp “ /»p(-2)+/°p(-l)+ I joAn)+ Z Z k<r (n)s5 ■ (l-8_)n-1 n-1 k-1
OD 00+ 2 (n+1 )Op(n)B + q. 2 nyq,(n) n«1 n-1
- /=2(-2)+/^(-1 X Ê g ( 1 )+Yïi;p' {s2(l)_82S2(D2)|+q^a/(l),
where the prime denotes differentiation, (c.f. 'length-biased 
sampling' in Cox and Lewis (1966), p. 6l). is the mean number
of vehicles departing from lane 2 at a randomly chosen regeneration 
point. Thus we have after a few lines of algebra
B ^ ( z )  - {r,(i).R^(x)} + (G^S^(e^)-xS^(x)}
+ ,:^ (-2)+/p2( -1 )+R2( 1 )f 
and Bg^Cs) ia therefore determined.
It may be deduced from this that the aeaa delay to arrivals 
in lane 2 is
1 + ( T i n ,  [s2(b2)-S2(D] •SHgkg t • ■ \-— 2' “ \--»2
and that the second moment about the origin of the delay distribution 
is, writing « ^2(1-Sg),
[§2(82)-82(1)] - A S2'(1)
1—  s "2 (1)] .
L, %
5.3.5. Numerical Results.
A Ferranti Sirius computer was used to calculate the mean and 
variance of the distribution of delay to vehicles in lane 2, for a 
selection of parameter values, under the assumption that the 
distribution of gap-requirement times had a translated negative 
exponential form. i.e.
fj(a) - 0, a 6 Tj,
- exp(--y^(a-T^)), a > Tj.
This choice of distribution was suggested by Herman and Weiss 
(1961), and is discussed in chapter 3.
For each of the sets of parameter values the value of is 
chosen to be equal to the probability that a II at the intersection, 
faced with an opposing I sampled from the opposing stream, would 
accept the gap with which it is presented if it were to make use
of the gap-requirement distribution for its lane. Thus k. is1
fixed in terms of X^ , T^ , and, e.g. we set k^  » f^^CX^).
Results are quoted only for the case of lane-symmetric traffic, 
and are shown in table 5.1*
Comments on table 5.1.
An example of the effects of changes in the value of X^  on the 
delay distribution is given in rows 2, 5, 19, 15, 20, 21. It 
appears that, as X^ increases from the value 0.1, the mean delay
Table 5.1.
Résulta of caloulatlons
row
parametèr values t delay dlsta, in lana i
Pi '^ i ki mean varr-.c ii J #
1 .2 .1 1.0 2.5 ,708 .596 IO0622 .5 .864 91*373 .8 ,005 1214.83
4 .2 .3 .365 .504 2.305 .5 1.256 7,826 .8 1.372 22.937 .9 . 864 70,728 «93 ,610 142.339 .97 .21 s
10 .10 .9 .056 .112 .2411 .20 .240 .5512 .35 .467 1.2213 .50 .772 2,4414 .65 1.239 5.2315 .80 2.142 14.5616 .95 4.505 34.2517 .98 3.853 99.9018 .99 1 2.494 'H
19 .5 .6 .139 1.014 4.1520 1.5 .009 .494 1.0421 2.5 ,001 .300 ,39
22 .3 .3 ,236 1.697 12.5623 .05 .067 2.287 22,59
24 .9 1.0 5 .006 .833 2.94
T Certain values are omitted for - in eueh oases the
relevant value le the nearest above in the same columno 
a For this set of parameter values it vas not possible to. obtain a 
reliable value for the variance because of round-off error:.
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increases, passes through a maximum and then decreaaeso To explain 
this, we observe that for those sets of parameter values which 
correspond to mean delay decreasing with the values of X^ are 
such that the mean inter-arrival interval is smaller than T^ , so 
that it is unlikely that type II vehicles are released by either the 
gap-aoceptance or follow-on mechanismo In this situation larger 
values of X^ correspond merely to the more frequent arrivals of 
type II vehicles, with consequent opportunities for the complete 
dispersion of any opposing queues. It is therefore plausible that 
mean delay should be a decreasing function of X^ . For comparatively 
small values of X^ , by contrast (for the same values of p^ , v ,, ),
the gap-aoceptance and follow-on probabilities play an appreciable 
part in dispersing queues, and an increase io the value of X^ „ while 
implying the more frequent arrival of type II vehicles, may increase 
congestion, on balance, by sufficiently decreasing the probability 
that a type II vehicle at the head of a queue accepts the gap to an 
opposing le We would expect this effect to be reduced for smaller 
values of p^ , and the calculations of rows 1, 4, 11; 5, 6, I5, support
this conjecture.
With regard to the effect of the parameter p^  on the flow of 
vehicle through the intersection, we intuitively expect the mean delay 
to tend to zero as p^  tends to zero or unity, since in these limiting 
cases there should be no interference between vehicles each of the
same type. This behaviour is reflected in rows 1, 2^  4 - 9;
10 - 1 8 . In each case, so far as it has been calculated, the 
variance is an increasing function of . Computational difficulties 
prevent the determination of the variance for values of p^  close to 
unity.
Inspection of rows 5» 22, 2) confirms that, as expected, 
decreasing results in an increase in the mean of the delay 
distribution. A similar result follows from an increase in T .X
(rows 13, 24 )o
3.3.6, Proof of result used in section 3.5.5.
To show that D^(x) has only one zero in (O,1).
If not, since (O ) ^ 0, <  0 and (x) i?5 continuous, therf?-
are at least three zeros in this Interval, so that D^'°(x) must vanish 
at an interior point.
Now
r /  '(x) - 2K, + x.,pX-2 a _  f “(x-x-x) + m - x )  a i  f *(x-x„x)),ax ax'
* «a® -(X-X-x)uand ^ 2  fg (X-Xj,x) » X^® j e0^»
> Oo
Also ainoe 6  k” e”  ^ for k y 0, u 7 0. and /fg(u)du - i,o
d %, -(X-Xjx)»fg (X-Xgx) - Xg / e ufgC'tt
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It follows that, for 0 4. x < 1,
D^"(x)> 2Xg - 2X^p^\2(X-X2x )"\"’ ,
" efX-Xgx)
“  *(X-X^%) (^I^29i+Xik2(*-1) + Xg'efl-x)),
> 0.
Hence D^(x) has only one zero in 0 < x <1,
3.4. Remarke on Model II.
The use of the gap-acceptance mechanism in thia model should 
result in a model which is both more flexible, in that greater 
allowance may be made for variations among individual drivers, and 
more realistic, than model I. In model II, the driver of a 
stationary right-turning vehicle may take a non-zero interval of 
time both to assess the situation with which be la confronted, and 
to complete his turn if he so decides.
On the other hand it is apparent that there are several aspects 
of the behaviour of vehicles at an actual intersection which are not 
represented in the models For instance, in rule (il) of section 3.2,, 
when a type II vehicle in lane 1 is about to execute its turn, the 
nearest approaching vehicle in lane 2 being also of type II, no 
account is taken of the proximity of the vehicle immediately following 
the type II vehicle in lane 2» Also in rule (iv) of the same 
section, one would prefer the number of vehicles simultaneously
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"following-on* to bo limited in some way by the aise of the 
available gap in the opposite stream, although the rule as it stands 
might be credible in those actual situations where drivers of type I 
vehicles occasionally give way to drivers of opposing type II 
vehicles. The seriousness of omissions such as these will vary 
with actual intersections under study.
The fact that the behaviour of model II is ergodie for all 
reasonable sets of parameter values, which is an immediate consequence 
of its property that queues of any length may be dissipated 
instantaneously, is a more general difficulty. As in model I this 
characteristic would make the model unsuitable for the simulation of 
high-flow situations.
It is interesting that model II, which appears to be more 
realistic than model I, leads to an analysis which is little more 
difficult than that of the earlier model.
Chapter IV
Construction and Analysis of Model III.
4.1. Derivation of the model.
Perhaps the most important defect of models I and II is their 
inability to reflect the non-stationary behaviour of an actual 
intersection under certain traffic conditions, and model III is 
particularly concerned with an attempt to remedy this deficiency.
We recall that the stationary character of the previous models 
is a consequence of the immediate dissipation of any queues' present 
by the certain arrival of a type II vehicle in the opposing lane. A 
method is required which would, at least in some cases, replace this 
instantaneous process by a more gradual dissipation of the queue over 
a non-zero interval of time. One way of arranging this is to require 
at least some of the vehicles in a queue, for preference the type II 
vehicles, to delay and to use gap-requirement times when faced with 
opposing II's. The stipulation that all type II vehicles should make 
their decision in this way would lead to unrealistic behavior or. An 
example would be the situation where the driver of a II in lane 1, 
having arrived at the intersection without waiting in a queue, selects 
a gap-requirement time and on the basis of this awaits the passage of 
an approaching II in lane 2 before re-assessing the situation.
A type II vehicle will, therefore, be taken to make use of a
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gap-requirement criterion only when it is faced with an opposing I, or 
when the type II vehicle arrives at the intersection from a queue, and 
it is faced with an opposing II. There will he no "follow-on* 
behaviour of the kind occurring in model II, where it is possible for 
a turning vehicle to follow immediately the preceding member of a queue 
through the intersection. The selection of gap-requirement times by 
type II vehicles faced with an opposing I will also be influenced by 
whether these vehicles arrive at the intersection from free flow or 
from a queue.
4.2. Description of model III.
(i) The layout is as in models I, II.
(ii) Vehicles. As in the previous models, these will be regarded
as geometrical points of types I, II. Vehicles are further
classified as to whether their arrival at the intersection is
or is not consequent upon delay in a queue - the former are 
of type S (stationary) and the latter of type M (moving).
(iii) VehicXe-arrivals occur as in models I, II.
(iv) Vehicle-interaotions. The behaviour of vehicles at the
intersection is described below. We denote by **g. r. t. s f” 
the result that the vehicle at the intersection uses a gap- 
requirement time (as defined in section 3.2.(ii)(c)), chosen 
from a population with density f(t).
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Type of vehicle at Type of nearest Resultintersection in lane i vehicle in opposing lane — —
I, M or S I or II No delay to veh.at intersection.
II, M I g.r.t. I f^
II, ]| II No delay to veh.at intersection.
II, 3 I g.r.t. I
II, S II g.r.t. I h^
This system of rules describes the behaviour of traffic in any 
situation which can arise. It is not possible for queues to exist 
simultaneously in both lanes, since any queue requires as its leading 
vehicle either a II (M or S) faced with an opposing I or a II (s) 
faced with an opposing II. The only delays occurring in the model 
are those caused by right-turning vehicles.
4.3. Steady-state behaviour of model III.
4.3.1. Selection of regeneration points % notation.
As in model II, it is possible for a queue in either lane in 
model III to be augmented at any instant. The instants at which 
queues decrease in size may be classified once again into those at 
which the initial departure (in the sense of section occurs
in the lane in which the queue exists and those at which this 
departure occurs in the lane opposite the queue. It is of importance 
in assessing the future behaviour of the system that the type of the
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opposing vehicle should be known in the former case, since this 
vehicle may be of type I or II in model III, and this information 
would already have been used by the driver of the leading vehicle of 
the queue in making a decision to cross.
We shall consider the behaviour of the system under the assumption 
of stochastic stationarity, and we identify as regeneration points 
those instants at which a vehicle crosses the intersection in either 
direction, by noting at each such instant the following information t
(i) the lane from which the 'initial* vehicle departs,
(ii) if a queue exists, its lane and size,
(iii) if the queue is in the same lane as (i), the type of the
nearest opposing vehicle,
(iv) if there is no queue, the type of the nearest opposing vehicle.
The notation used is as follows %
R^(n) refers to an instant at which a vehicle which may be of either
type crosses in lane i, in the presence of a queue of n vehicles
in the other lane, (n « 1, 2, ...);
S^(n) refers to an instant at which a vehicle necessarily of type II
crosses in lane i, in the presence of an additional n queueing
T^(n) vehicles in lane,i, the nearest vehicle in the other lane 
being of type fl , (n - 2, ...)»{ii ’
refers to instants at which a vehicle crosses in lane 1, there
 ^being no queue present, and the nearest opposing vehicle being
H.(-2) of type fl .
^ III
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The remarks of section 5*5.1 concerning the validity of regeneration 
points are relevant here. State probabilities for this embedded 
Markov Chain are defined as follows s
4(a) H^(n)
io the probability that a randomly S.(n)
ael*ot*d regeneration point is of type ^ T.(n)r^(n)
n " 1, 2, ...
4.3.2. Transition Probabilities.
There are 100 types of transition such as 
Rgfm) -»T^(n), R^(-l) 3g(n). Considerations of symmetry reduce
the number for study to 50.
As an example we evaluate the conditional probability that a 
point of type 3^(m) is followed by a point of type R^(-l). The 
sequences of events which would give rise to this situation are as 
follows (writing "at x" for "in (x,x+dx)").
(a)Ofthe m vehicles queueing in lane 1 immediately following the 
departure of the initial II from this lane, the first m-1 
are of type I and therefore cross immediately. The remaining 
vehicle is of type II, its driver measures the interval until 
the arrival of the nearest opposing vehicle (of necessity of
type I) as t+a, and selects a gap-requirement time of length 
a, using the density g^(c). It thereupon crosses after an 
interval o, during which there is no arrival in lane 1, 
causing an R^(-l).
(b) All m+1 vehicles at the intersection in lane 1 cross immediately, 
i.e. they are all of type I except the first. The next arrival 
at the intersection is in lane 1 and is of type I.
(c) All m+1 vehicles at the intersection in lane 1 cross immediately. 
The next arrival at the intersection is in lane 1, io of type II, 
and is at time % (measured from the Initial S^(m)). This II 
selects a gap-requirement time of length o, using the density 
f^ (ct). The next arrival in lane 2, of type I, is at time 
T+c+%. No vehicles arrive in lane 1 during the interval a for 
which the II is stationary, and it is the departure of the II 
which causes the R^(-l).
The transition probability associated with S^(m) is
therefore
5T P i* * ' + Q iP*"' S g i(o )."^ °a o  + P? Si ,jTJ p” '’i jT  X
The complete set of transition probabilities is listed in 
Appendix I, These may be checked by the consistency relations of 
section 2,5.3* Of the 50 types of transition, it is found that 25 
have zero probability. The transitions R^(m) Rgfm) -^R^(-2),
R^(m) ^RgC-l), Rgfm) R^  (-1 ) are possible only when in « 1 .
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4.5.5. Determination of state probabilities. 
We define
- E xVi(«).n-1
GOS.(x) « L n-1 T^(x) -
®  nZ X r. (n), n-1 ^
and f^“(s) - e""*f^(t)dt.
h^ *'(s) - e~**h^(t)dt, j
Then after some rearrangement the stationarity equations reduce to 
equations (l) to (5) below, together with a corresponding sot (1^) 
to (5*) ^ith interchanged lane suffices.
If we write ^ 2(1) - 1 - gg^fX - X^ x),
gCx) - 1 - h2*(X - Xgx),
the equations are
Rl(x)(X-\2X-X,p^&2(%)_X,q,^2(%)) _ 82(1) ^1*2= %Ax)
x-P,
x-p.
-Ri(»)fle2"(>^-V^ + s%(x)(i- "2 gr2* ( > ^ - “ Bi(=),X \ X - P g  ^
(1)
(2)
-BlfzXllhgfX-Xgi) + T2(x)(l-_22_ bg'CX-Xgx)) - C^ (x),
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5)
Pg*. X P r,(p,)
+  X.+ tl PgSgfpg) + hfz  fi'CxjTgfPz) +
^ X^ + _i Pg/^(-l) + ^1*2 f^*(X)/»2(-2) - 0, j- \ X
h q2N*(X)/>2(l) + ^  SgCpg,) + il + 2l hi*(X)X p. ¥,(P1)
whexwhere
(^Ai(x) - X ^ x W h ^ ( % )  - k k l )  S2(p2)+i2^42<*)^1<?l)1 X-Pg / X
0
+X <+id2 T (p ) + h22^(.l) - i2^(_2) + V 2 A ( - 2 )  - 0, .i- X X  ^ V \ ^ V
x-p
-ii g *(X)
(f,*(X.X,x)-f/(X))-j2*2 ' 2*' *2 x,p“(X-X2*)
+ *1*? (f2'(X-X2%)-f2'(X))$i(Pi) X
X/. \ \2f
^  +^(f2"(X-Xgx)-f2"(X))(/^(-l)q2+;A,(-2)p^),
A  -  _  -  -
c, (%) )hg*(x) - ^2 h2"(X-XgX)+2i h2*(X) 
x-Pg Pg Tg(Pg)
Equations (l), (2), (3) may be solved simultaneously to give 
a S g ( z ) ,  Tgfz) in terms of the constants S^(p^), 3g(pg), T^ (p.^ ), 
TgCpg), /^(-2), which we denote
by Uy ••• u^Q respectively. In similar manner 3^(z), (z)
are determined. We proceed to evaluate these oonstantm.
If we write
J^(x) - X-XgZ-XiPi^gCxï-X^q^ygC:)*
D^(x) « x-P2-<l2«2*^^"^2*^*
E^(x) - x-P2-l2^2*(X-XgX),
equations (1) to (3) may be written
H^(x)U (z-Pg)(x-Pg)j^(x) -X^qgxfgCx) -X^qgX^gCx) j
~ ( x -P2)«2*(’^ "^2*^ D^( x ) 0
~ ( x - P 2 ) h g “ (X-Xgx) 0 E,(x) 1
m
Sg(z)
by [r^j(x)]
(6)
the matrix of minora of the left hand
C,(x^
J
and if we denote 
matrix,
A/x)r;/x) _ B^(x)rg,(x) + c/x)p„(x)
'H.(x)
l(x)
(7)
«here ,^^(x) - (l-x) j(X^+Xgq2)S2G2*(^"\2*)^2*(^"*2*) 
-(x-Pg)[(qiX,+qgXg)hg"(X-Xg%)+(p,X,+qgX2)fg"(X-Xgx)| 
i-XgCx-Pg)»} .
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In order that 11m R. (z)^co, the numerator of the expression
(7) must vanish at z « 1• This leads to
A,(1) + Xi(B,(l) + C,(1)) - 0,
or equivalently
(ii - 1  - Ug + (i.fg'Cx))*
\X **2 ^
-»2 (ig ' (Pl*2*(t) + ‘li“2*(X))tt5
+ ^  (l-fg"(X))(q,2*g + p^iy) - 0, (8)
with a corresponding equation (8^). The same equation (8) arises
from similar considération of 8g(l), (1). Equations (4), (4^ ),
(5), (5*)p (8), (8®) are linearly dependent.
The conditions R^(o) » Sg(o) « Tg(o) = 0 are all equivalent to
X^q2 /i2<i>2(0) + M 2 l \ » 2  + i l i â P A C o K  + iliiîÎ2(0)«4\X Pg / X ' Vz
-J^(0)«ç + S^2 q g ^ ( o ) u g  + ^1^2 p^^g(0)Uj - 0, (?)
with a oorresponding equation.
By definition, the functions R.^ (x), Sg(x), T^Cz) are bounded for 
0 < X 6 1. Since (x) may have one or more seroe in this interval, 
further conditions may have to be met by the numerators of these 
funotiona.
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Let us suppose for the present that (%) (audAgC*)) vanish 
exactly once for 0 <  x < 1  at z «  We require the
numerators of each of R^(a^), ), ), expressed in the form
of (T)v to vanish. This results in a further three linear conditions 
on u^ , u^Q. It has been found numerically that the firct of
these conditions yields no new information about u^ , ••• u^^. The 
second does yield a further lineeirly independent relationship,, and 
the third is linearly dependent on the second and the previous 
conditions on u^ , ••• u^^. Although an algebraic demonstration of 
these remarks is desirable, the complexity of the resulting equations 
has been such as to resist all attempts to construct one.
Thus VO have, writing 0^(x) - f^*(X-X^x) - f^*(x),
a--P„ ®2
)
1 '2
°1 ( “l a, )02( ®1 )» -u
Pl*3+92*8+Pi«9
~ q
“1"P2
■qgh^CK-Xg*,) q2h=(x)|
"1-P2 P
-1,«5
In
\(a-,) - 0, (1 0) 
with a corresponding equation (IO*), obtained from T^Ca^).
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1. (1 1)
The normalleleg condition is 
5-1 ( 1 )+S2^ ^ )+Tg(l )+Rg(l )+S^  ( 1 )+5f^  ( 1 )-*-u^+Uq+u^+u q^ 
By means of L*Hôpital"e rule ve find that
s/D+SgCD+Tgd) - - 1 ^
-BAî+CiP,;).
*h*r# «• writ# A^' - A^(l), ï^j, - îgjCl) .te., for brevity, i.e.
H / D + S g d H T g d )
nx“'*2^2 (S)- ~ - ’^2«2 (S)J-ïr'2i(-l)
12*2(1 i:(rii+n,i')(-i)^"^^
- | ¥ ^  02(1) - «2*(s>-|f «2*(>^)| zq:(-i)
f h«5+q2V»i'*9
1+1
S^2K ®1T2
N*^2 / .xl+lAiX»1*2(l)ZI%i(-l) ^ +r-Pl^2" (S)2«'2i(-1)
iji-nii-)(-i)‘*’-^02(i)i:P2i'(-i)^‘^'
1+1
+u, 1 *
hÔ(X,)
-\%( 1 )z(r\i+r^i • )(-i )+|| h*(x)| zr^j[(_i )
♦«5 |pi«2(^^i=(2i(-i)^'^’-ii‘‘2(^)^^3i(-i)^*^| •
4
1+1
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We may now eolve eqnationa (4), (4*), (5), (5*), (9), (9*), (IO), 
(10*), (S), ( 1 ^  for jujl, in the oaae when ^  (%), AgCz) #ach have a 
single zero in (0 , 1 ). from the resulting values, by means of 
equations (I), (2), (j), (I*), (2*), (j*), the funotions S^(x), 3^(x)r 
T^(z) may be oonstruoted, and it is found that the solutions in this 
oass satisfy the requirements pertaining to a probability distribution 
with regard to positivity and boundedness by unity.
For some parameter values, however, it is found thatA^(z) has 
two zeros in (0 , 1 ), for at least one value of i. This may lead to 
the addition of further equations to (IO), (10*), and it is found 
that by taking different pairs of these equations, together with the 
other eight linearly independent equations, differing solutions for 
u^ , ••• u^Q are obtained which do not satisfy the basic requirements 
on these constants, such as positivity. We conclude that it is not 
possible to find a bounded solution to the stationarity equations in 
such a case. A similar conclusion would be expoetod in the case 
where more than two seros of either of (x), ^ ( x )  lie in (0,1 ).
There is also the possibility that either ofA^(z), i « 1,2, does not 
have a zero in (O,1). In this case it appears impossible to derive 
a unique stationary distribution.
From this disoussion it seems that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for ergodie behaviour of the system is that each of^^(x), 
^g(z) should have a single zero in (O,I).
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4.5.4. Th. Alstrlbatlon of delay.
As in section 3.3*4 ve consider the distribution of delay to 
vehicles in lane 2, which may be deduced from the distribution of 
lengths of queues in lane 2 left by vehicles departing from that 
lane. Vehicles depart only at regeneration points, and vehicles in 
lan« 2 only at point* of tho typo* EgCn), 3g(n), Tg(n), Hg(-2), 2g(-1). 
Points at which vehioloa depart in lane 2, and at which a queue remains 
in this lane, are of the types 3g(n), Tg(n). Thus if 
v^ " prob I a vehiole departing in lane 2 leaves a queue of length I ,
r in lane 2
.A.g(x) - Z |z| 6  1,
r*0
and Vj^ (jc) - Sj^ (x) + Tj(x),
then
(d^(n)+t^(n))pg^*^r(n-r)e(r-n+k^1)
+ £ (<f%(n)+%'(n))p *e(n-r)n-1  ^ ^ -
so that
- \ ( x )  - + y.(_2)+/^(.l)+â2(l)
» 4
whop. Eg . ^  (T2 (l)-î^ 2 (P2 )) + Vg(pg)+Eg(l)+/^(-2)+/^(-l).
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The Laplaoe transform of the delay distribution in lane 2 is
Bg*(s) - ^  2\ " I which the first and second moments of the delay
^   ^* distribution may be derived as
and pm* * ^XlqgHg
4 ) 5  Tho probability that a vhlolo io l«ao 1 1# not d*l»yod.
This probability is of some interest in matching the model to 
data, chiefly because of its immediate interpretation in the practical 
situation. It is considered further in section 3.4.2*
In order that a vehicle in lane 1 should not be delayed it must 
cross the intersection at a regeneration point of type (-1 ), H^(>2) 
or R.|(n). If it crosses at a point of type R^(n), then it has not 
been delayed. However it is possible that a vehicle of type II 
crossing at an R^(-1) or R^(-2) could be either the last vehicle in a 
queue in lane 1 or could (at an R^(-1)) accept a gap but take a finite 
time to do so. (All type II vehicles faced with an opposing I are 
delayed)•
The situations in which a vehicle experiences no delay are as 
follows. A vehicle which arrives in lane 1 at a situation other than 
these is necessarily delayed.
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Regeneration point at_whlch vehiole 
croeses.
Type of point. 
R/n)
R/-1)
R/-2)
R,(-2)
Type of vehicle. 
any 
I 
I
.ProvlottB rogonerotion 
point.
any
any
any
II
R/-2)
Rg(-2)
T.j(k) with k queueing type I’a 
Tg(k) with k queueing type I*s
These considerations lead to the following expression for the 
probability that a vehicle in lane 1 suffers no delay at the intersection 
Prob. |no delay in lane l|
- ^  {r,(1)+/>/-2) q,J
)+l2"^ 2(P2))}'
where is defined in section 4.5.4.
4.5.6. Numerical results.
An ICT 1903 computer was programmed in Algol to calculate (a) 
any zeros of the denominators of R^(x); (b) the set of subsidiary 
constants u^, ..., u^^; (c) the mean and variance of the delay
distribution and (d) the probability of no delay for each lane.
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These oaloulationa were performed for the particular case in which 
each of the gap requirement time distributiona possessed a density 
function of translated negative exponential form.
In the evaluation of (b), the quantities P^^ required for
equation (11) of section 4.5*3 were found by writing the left hand
matrix of equation (6) of that section in the form where
- Ajj(x). Ajj(l), Ajj(l), may than be
determined.
The calculation of (c) is simplified by writing
-TjgCx)^
in the form
+Xg(x-Pg-qghg(X-Xgx))(x-p2-qggg(\-\2x)--^j||^x-P2)(l-f^(X-Xgx))l
X a
^  %-P2 ) (%-P2"l2^2(^"^2*) ) ( 1 -f g(X-X2% ) )(PiT^ (p^ )+92^(-l)+
Pl/»l(-2))
^^2(^2  ^ ^ * ^ 2  ^ )*P^E2(^"^2*^ ) ^1g^2 ( X—XgX ) gg ( X— XgX )|
+ (*“P2)X2(»-P2"l2**2(^"^2*^^"l2^2*‘2(^"^2*^(*"**2"42ef2(X-X2x))
"'■"pg ^ 2 ( X ) ( x-Pg ) ( hg ( X-XgX X-XgX ) )|
+y^ (l)q^ q2X2h2(^ )(*-P2)(42(X-Xgx)-hg(X-Xgx)^  (l-x)^ /k^ (x),
and cancelling (l-x) in numerator and denominator.
The results are listed in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1.
Résulté of oaloulation» for model III.
The dletrlbutione of gap-aooeptanoe times are assumed to have 
translated exponential form. All parameters are assumed to be 
lane-symmetric.
Parameter values Distn. of delay in lane i
Mean Pr. ino dela;row
.684.681.674.647.551
10 1.17
5.54
12.1018.3723.89
.291.6861.0941.43410 10
67320 279 5.33
10 1.26
3.5 3.5
7604.7560.4023.96
50767980220
2.6414.72491.225
3.5 633610515
3.522
3.9 9.5
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i” These parameters are defined in chapter 4. Certain values are 
omitted for clarity - in such cases the relevant value is the nearest 
above in the same column.
X For these sets of parameter values there is not a unique sero of
A^(x) in (0,1).
Comment, on tnbl# 4.1.
(i) It appears that mean delay is critically related to and 
io an increasing function of X^ . For largo a unique 
zero ofA^ (z)/(l-z) in 0 < z < 1 does not exist, and it may 
be inferred that the behaviour of the system is net ergodlo.
(Rows (1) - (7)).
(ii) Rows (13), (3), (14)| and (15) - (20) illustrate possible 
effeots of variations of p^ on the delay distribution. For 
the situations of rows (13), (3)» (14), the gap-acceptance 
distributions are suoh that the probability of a type II 
vehiole accepting a gap with which it is presented is quite 
high. Thus we expect the mean delay to be small for p^  near 
zero. On the other hand, in the situations of rows (19) - (20), 
the arrival rates and gap-requirement distributions are suoh 
that it is not probable that a turning vehicle accepts a 
random gap with which it is presented* Since all queueing 
type II vehicles make use of a gap-requirement distribution.
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we might ezpeot oongeation to increase in this case as 
tends to sero. This supposition is confirmed by the results 
of rows (13} - (20)1 it appears that the increase in 
congestion is so great that the behaviour of the model is not 
ergodic for the smaller values of p^ .
(iii) The effect of changes in the gap-acceptance parameters b^ , 
is shown in rows (21) - (24). Decreasing these parameters 
has the effect of decreasing the probability that a type II 
vehicle accepts a gap with which it is presented. As expected, 
the mean delay is found to increase substantially as b^ , d^ , k^ 
are decrewed, to the extent that for small values of these 
parameters, ergodic behaviour of the system is not possible.
(iv) The behaviour of the prob.|no delayj for variations in the 
parameters is consistent with that of the mean delay.
(v) It would be interesting to investigate the circumstances in 
which the change from ergodic to non-ergodic behaviour of the 
system occurs. Although an analytic investigation of this 
does not seem feasible, it is suggested by the data in table
4.1 that broadly speaking the system is not ergodic when it is 
overloaded. It seems that, since ergodicity is dependent on 
the parameters through the functionsA^(x), it is not affected 
by the form of the functions f^(x). This situation might have 
been expected from intuitive considerations.
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4.4. Remarks on Model III.
Model III should deal with some of the oriticisms of model II 
made in section 3.4. In particular the *follow-on* behaviour of 
vehicles has been made sufficiently realistic to introduce non-ergodic 
behaviour for certain parameter values.
It is possible to select various aspects of the model which may 
not at times be in agreement with observation. For instance, the 
release of a queue consisting entirely of type I vehicles does not 
occur instantaneously in practice and some delay may bo caused by 
these vehicles to vehicles in the other lane. Some drivers may base 
their decisions not merely on the nearest opposing vehiole but also 
on the vehiole following it. In some situations courteous type I 
drivers may give way to opposing type II's. In general, however, the 
occurrence of such events is comparatively infrequent, and model III 
may well give a reasonable overall picture of behaviour at the 
intersection.
Other aspects of model III which could represent a more serious 
lack of conformity with the actual situation are that tho postulated 
gap acceptance behaviour may be unrealistic, as discussed in section
3.1, that the arrival process may not be Poisson, and that the 
classification of vehicles into types I and II may not be valid.
Some of these points are further discussed in section ).4 in the light 
of the data.
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4.5. 'Impatient' owoneing type I vhlcl.a t mod.l Ill(a).
Observation on actual intersections suggests that model III 
could be made more generally applicable by allowing for the tendency 
of some type I vehicles, which in model III would join the end of a 
queue, to pass alongside the queue and make a crossing without delay. 
This would lead effectively to consideration of the intersection of a 
four lane major road with a minor road.
In an attempt to fit model III to an intersection at which the 
proportion of these *impatient* type I's is small, observed queues 
could be slightly modified by the inclusion of hypothetical vehicles 
corresponding to these type I's, provided they did not interfere with 
turning traffic.
Another approach to this problem would be to modify model III to 
simulate this type of vehicle behaviour, again under the assumption 
that the 'impatient* type I vehicles do not interfere with turning 
traffic. (if this assumption is not applicable there io a possibility 
of two simultaneous queues.) The modification to model III depends 
on its characteristic that, as soon as a type I vehiole has joined a 
queue, it ceases to exist, at least so far as any further influence 
it has on the behaviour of the system is concerned. Its presence is 
of course noted by the previous analysis of model III.
Two ways in which model III could be modified are the following:
(i) The analysis of the model is as above up to section 4.3.4. At
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this point ve suppose that a type I vehicle may leave a 
queue immediately upon its arrival with probability s^ for
lane i. The analysis of section 4.3.4 is modified to find
the distribution of delay to vehicles which do not leave a 
queue upon urival t from this the distribution of delay to 
all vehicles in a given lane is constructed.
(ii) Alternatively, an earlier modification to the model would
arrange the input of type I vehicles to queues at a different
rate to that obtaining in the free flow situation. This
would lead to a modification of the transition probabilities.
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Chapter 5.
Statistical Analysis of Obaervatiooe.
5.1. Introduction.
In any situation in which an attempt is made to analyse 
mathematically a practical problem, the success of the analysis 
depends on the extent to which its results agree with actual 
observations. In the present case we have three models for an 
intersection, each of which is a considerable idealisation of the 
actual situation. It is considered unlikely that close agreement 
between observed and predicted values for models I and II would be 
obtained, but that model III may perhaps be flexible and realistic 
enough to justify the effort involved in assessing its results against 
observation. It seems highly desirable to assess the progress of the 
work so far, before launching on the construction of further models.
This chapter briefly describes the observations which were made, 
the statistical processes by which the characteristics of model III 
were compared with them, and any conclusions regarding the value of 
the model which seemed to be justified. There is a brief reference 
to model I in section 5.4.), for purposes of comparison.
5.2. The observations.
In Appendix II an account is given of the method used to obtain 
the observations, and of certain difficulties which were encountered
in their interpretation. Here it is enough to note that the 
observations, which refer to only one intersection, consist of a 
series of pictures of the situation at the intersection, taken at a 
constant interval of approximately one second. ?rom the filmed 
record it is possible to observe gueue-sizes at any instant and to 
measure delays experienced by vehicles. These measurements are 
subject to the various kinds of experimental error discussed in 
Appendix II.
5.5. Estimation problems.
5.5.1. Estimation of p^,X^.
The estimation of these parameters is comparatively simple. Each
refers to a characteristic of the model which has a well defined
counterpart in the actual situation. Under the assumptions of a 
Poisson input of vehicles of randomly assorted type in each lane, 
appropriate estimates consist, respectively, of the sample proportion 
of type I vehicles, and the observed rate of vehicle arrivals, in each 
lane.
These estimates could be modified, by the method to be described
in section 5*5*5» in order to secure a better fit of the model to the
data. Unless the modified estimates were found not to differ 
significantly from the original estimates, their adoption would be 
inconsistent with the natural interpretation of the parameters.
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Consequently, subject to the adherence of the observed input processes 
to the assumptions of the model (section the intuitive
estimates were accepted as final. Their values are as follows.
X^Cvebicles/second)
Lane 1 .6.5855 .19280
Lane 2 .96988 .20441
5.5*2. Estimation of other parameters in model III.
For the description of model III, details of the functions 
i^* ^i necessary. In the model these functions dascriba both 
the driver'’8 estimate of his gap-requirement time and the time 
required by him to complete his crossing. As it is very likely that 
these intervals will differ in the actual situation, the practical 
interpretation of the functions h^ , etc., is not obvious, It is 
apparent also that direct information concerning the estimates formed 
by drivers in these circumstances will not be easily available, and 
it is therefore likely that the interpretation given to the gap- 
requirement distributionn will be influenced by the types of relevant 
observations possible in practice.
The following are quantities which are relevant to gap-acceptance 
behaviour and upon which measurements may be made.
(a) The sizes of gaps which are accepted or rejected by type II 
vehicles.
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(b) The intervals actually used by turning vehicles to complete 
their manoeuvroe.
Prom the film it is found that measurements of the intervals (b) 
usually have values of less than three secs. In vie* of the practical 
difficulties in making these measurements, and of the frame separation 
of about one second, such data, are not considered to contain useful 
information.
Measurements of (a) are available only for the situations which 
in the model would require the use of g^  or f^• They are listed in 
table 5.1. We observe that gap sizes of Interest are in the range 
4-7 secs, for g^ , 3*5 000s• for f^ , and that the frame separation of 
approximately one second is not small enough to permit any but the 
crudest inferences about g. and f^  to be made, even ignoring the 
considerable subjective judgement involved in constructing these data.
Table 5.1.
Gaps accepted and rejected by type II vehicles.
(i) Stationary type II in lane 1 with approaching type I in lane 2(g^). 
Gap size (secs.) 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9
Proportion of gaps accepted.0 0 0 . 6 . 7 5  1 1 1
Number of gaps observed. 24 8 3 5 4 1 1 1
(il) Moving type II in lane 1 with approaching type I in lane 2 (f^). 
Gap size. 1 2 3 4 ) 6 7
Proportion of gaps accepted.0 0 0 .33 1 1 1
Number of gaps observed. 3 9 4 3 1 ) 2
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The initial approximations to are therefore based on table
5.1., and on the work of others in this field, who have suggested 
several possible forms for these functions. (See e.g. Cohen,
Dearnaley and Hansel (1933) who proposed the function erf (log t-A)/B 
for the probability that a driver accepts a gap of size t.) Herman 
and Weiss (196I) suggest that, from data obtained in a controlled 
experiment, the form of the functions h^ , g^ , f^ may be approximated by 
a translated exponential distribution, and in view of the computational 
advantages of this distribution, it was decided to adopt it here. 
Specifically, it is assumed that
h^(t) - 0, t " a^;
(t-a^)), t > a^ i
- 0, t ^ e,
» d.«xp(-d
fl(t) - 0, t •
- kj*xp(-k
The problem is now reduced to one of estimating the 12 parameters 
Si, b^ , Oi, di, Sifki«By comparing a plot of the logarithm of the 
proportion of gaps rejected against size of gap for the data of table
3.1 with the logarithm of the survivor function of the appropriate 
gap-requirement distribution we obtain the following estimates.
Parameter x 
Estimate x
'"I
5-5
d.1
.45
'1
5.0
1
• 30
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Although it would be possible to apply more sophistioated methods 
to the data of table 5.1, such as the maximum likelihood methodU it is 
considered that, booause of the unreliability of the data, little 
would be gained.
5.5.5. Improvements on the crude estimates of the gap-acceptance 
parameters.
Since, in the model, the parameters considered in the previous 
section, together with p^ , X^ , determine the entire probabilistic 
character of model III, it is likely that inferences about these 
parameters could be based on aspects of the behaviour of an actual 
intersection which are less immediately concerned with gap-aoceptance. 
One could, for instance, consider the construction of maximum likelihood 
estimates of the gap-acceptance parameters, but it is found that the 
entire history of the system is too complex for the construction of a 
likelihood function to be practicable.
In the lack of a likelihood function for the complete set of 
observations, we might consider basing estimates on a likelihood 
function for a limited set of observations, which might nevertheless 
contain sufficient information about the parameters to be useful.
Here we make use of observations on the embedded Markov Chain, and 
observation of the system is confined to the sequence of regeneration 
points defined in The resulting data consist only of the
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lengths and types of queues at these regeneration points and are 
available with reasonable accuracy. A further advantage of this 
procedure is that observations on variables in the model, whose 
interpretation in the actual situation is uncertain, are not required, 
The likelihood function for such observations may be constructed 
as follows. Transition intervals are first classified according to 
the types of the regeneration points defining the interval. Thus 
we have, e.g..
Transition classification number (O) (0« 1, ... 54).
R^(-2) R^(n) 1
H„(-2) ^  H„(n) 2
R^(m) H^(n)
We denote by o.(l,j) the number of observed transitions of type 8, 
where i and j may be used to denote relevant queue lengthsi for some 
tremsitions one or both are not required. Pg(i,j) denotes the 
corresponding transition probability, and the logarithm of the 
likelihood (conditional on the types of the regeneration points 
beginning the sequences of observations - see Appendix II.) is taken
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as
' M
I I Z ag(i, j) log Pg(i, j).
0-1 1 j , " ”
where relevant
PgCl,j) must be oompletely evaluated for the partioular fuootions 
h^ , gi, f^ assumed# for the assumptions of section we have, for
example,
“  daoa
Pj(n,n) - n-m
(o-b ).
whoro P(x,n) - / ^ “^t®”^dt/(n-l)!aTX
A procedure was developed to compute the value of the log- 
likelihood for a given set of parameter values and a given vector of 
observed transitions. This was incorporated into a standard program 
for maximising a function by the steepest-descent method (E.J.Wasscher,
1963).
The resuite of the calculations carried out are noted in table 
3.2, and detailed c«aments are made in the accompanying notes. The 
following considerations are relevant here.
(i) It was considered desirable to make some attempt to investigate 
the multiplicity of maxima of the likelihood function, and to
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run the program from a variety of starting points in the 
parameter space. Since very long runs were required to reach 
a maximum with respect to the whole set of gap*aooeptanoe 
parameters, the maximisation was usually carried out with 
respect to a smaller number of variable parameters.
(ii) It seemed a possibility that the likelihood function would 
contain comparatively little information about some of the 
parameters under investigation. It was to be expected, there­
fore, that its use might lead to spurious estimates of these 
parameters. Certain methods were used to try to prevent this.
More specifically, it was observed that there were 
relatively few type II vehicles which arrived in lane 2 during 
the period of observation; in fact there were ) from a total 
of 176 vehicles. It would be reasonable to expect the 
information available about a parameter such as specifying 
the probability that a II in lane 2 accepts a gap, to be slight, 
and that this might be reflected in the likelihood function by 
the absence of factors which are functions of e^o However if 
we consider the total of 2)3 transitions extracted from film, 
it is found that 42 are of types whose tranaitloa probabilities 
are functions of Og. A study of the 42 transitions reveals 
that 37 are of the type Rg(-1) ^  RgX-l) with associated 
probability ^2^^2^^ » decroaoing function
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of and we accordingly expect this function to have a 
considerable influence on the value of the maximum likelihood 
estimate of e^.
It may seem surprising that e^ should occur in all 42 
times in the interpretation of data for which It is known that 
the total number of II*s observed in lane 2 is ). The 
explanation is that the transition probabilities must allow for 
the fact that the type of the vehicle in lane 2, which defines 
the end of the transition interval, is not specified by the 
description of the interval used, and may be type II. In fact 
for the data such a vehicle very rarely is of type XI. Thus 
it would appear very likely that estimates obtained from the 
maximisation of this likelihood function are fundamentally 
affected by the inadequacy of the way in which the system is 
described at some regeneration points. This disadvantage of 
the estimation process is of course magnified by the partioular 
set of data which are available, and in which se large a 
proportion of transitions are among regeneration points where 
no queue is present.
(iii) In view of these doubts concerning the validity of the estimation 
process based on this particular likelihood function, it was 
considered prudent to make some assessment of the realism of 
each of the sets of estimated parameter values. This took two
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forms.
(a) The mean and variance of the distribution of delay in each 
lane of model III, together with the probability of no delay,
were computed using the programs of §4.4. The resulting
values wore compared with the corresponding sample 
statistics. (it this stage a visual comparison was used -
a more detailed comparison is discussed in §3-4.2.)
(b) Although the data of table ).1 do not provido sufficient 
information to estimate the parameters with acceptable 
precision, they do suggest approximate bounds for functions 
which might be considered as gap-acceptance distribution 
functions. From inspection of the data we might 
reasonably require such a function to satisfy the following 
conditions.
(1) Prob.|a driver accepts a gap of 2 socendsj ^  0
(2) Prob.ja driver accepts a gap of 9 oocomdsj ^  1
(3) 2 < * < 9.
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Notes on table 5.2.
Maximisation (a). The parameters varied for these first runs were 
1^* 1^* was expeoted that there would be little
information relevant to the others in the likelihood function for the 
data. Several sets of starting values were ohosen, a typical set 
being, respectively, 4, ), 4, ), 3, 10, lane symmetry being assumed. 
The results for these values are shown. It is necessary to impose 
arbitrary positive lower limits on the range of variation of the 
parameters (to avoid log O), and it will be observed that several of 
the estimates listed have values at boundary points of the range of 
parameter variation. As it was expected that any realistic estimates 
of these parameters would possess a degree of lane-symmetry, 
determination of moments of the delay distributions for these values 
was not considered worthwhile.
Maximisation (b). The lower bounds for the parameters used in (a) 
were decreased. In view of consideration (il) above, values of the 
parameters a^ , c^ , e^  (the translation parameters), were fixed, and 
the maximisation was carried out with respect to b^ , d^ , k^ , from 
starting values given by the graphical method of section ).3.2, it 
being assumed initially that gap-acceptance parameter values are 
independent of lane, and that a^  « c^ , b  ^ » d^ .
Maximisation (c). In this all twelve parameters a^ , ••• k^ were 
varied. Starting values were chosen as for (b).
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Maximisation (d). Consideration (ii) above suggests it is unlikely 
that useful estimates of the parameters for gap-aoceptance by lane 2 
vehicles would be obtained from the likelihood function. The physical 
characteristics of the intersection were such that one would expect 
the gap-acceptance parameters to be nearly lane-symmetric. The 
program was arranged to maximise with respect to the variables a, b, 
c, d, e, k, where a • a^  » a^ etc.
Maximisation (e). The scarcity of information in the likelihood 
function about a^ , b^ , suggests that as a first approximation we 
consider the behaviour of a II, stationary at the intersection, to be 
independent of the type of the approaching vehicle. Thus we maximise 
as in (d), subject to the further restriction that a^ « c^ , b^ • d^ , 
i - 1,2.
If a provisional assessment of the results quoted in table ).2 
is made along the lines indicated in (iii) (b) above, it is found that 
none of the estimates of rows (a) to (e) may be regarded as acceptable. 
The question of the acceptability of these estimates according to 
other criteria is discussed in section 5.4.
In view of the known deficiencies of the likelihood function, it 
was decided to make ad hoc modifications to the maximum likelihood 
estimates, in order to bring then into conformity with requirements
(iii) (b). Several sets of parameter values were produced in this
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way, and the corresponding moments of the delay distribution were 
calculated t the results are shown in table 3.5.
Tabl. 5.3.
Modified M,L. estimates of parameters 
(Values of p^ , as before)
Q _ -f Estimate of parameter** Lane 1 Lane 23 e t
^i ®i mean var pr|no delayj mean var pr|no delay!
1 1.0 .20 0.0 .20 .5 .05 6.52 70.9 .30 .24 19.9 .96
2 2.5 .30 2.5 .30 1.5 .40 13.10 278.9 .22 .187 2.4 .97
3 1.5 .30 1.5 .30 1.5 .40 5.55 64.69 .38 .15 1.44 .96
A 0 .30 0 .30 0 .40 1.80 11.5 .50 .07 .48 .97
5 0 .20 0 .20 0 .30 3.60 40.2 .41 .12 1.16 .96 {
■ X 5.05 44.9 .42 .452 .94
Corresponding sample statistics.
XXLane symmetry assumed.
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5,4, The assessment of goodnesB-of-flt.
In any attempt to assess the adequacy of model III as a model 
for the behaviour of actual traffic, certain basic questions must be 
considered. The model is based on a number of assumptions concerning 
the behaviour of individual vehicles - how realistic are these 
assumptions and do they reflect sufficiently those aspects of this 
behaviour which are most relevant to a study of congestion? From 
these basic assumptions certain deductions are made about the 
behaviour of traffic. To what extent are these deductions consistent 
with the behaviour of actual traffic?
Perfect agreement between model and reality is not expected.
One of the purposes of building models, such as these of this thesis, 
is to provide a simple explanation of complex situations which is 
nevertheless sufficiently realistic to provide approximate agreement 
with observations on the actual system. We are now trying to assess 
whether model III gives a sufficiently realistic picture of an actual 
intersection to make further development of the model unnecessary.
The plausibility of some aspects of model III has been discussed 
in §4.5 and we now reconsider the predictions of the model in the 
light of the data.
5.4.1. The distribution of arrivals.
With the purpose of comparing observed arrivals of vehioles in
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•aoh lane with the poetnlated Polaeon process, frequency distributions 
for the inter-arrival intervals (shown in Appendix III) were constructed 
In this context, an arrival is defined as the passage of a vehicle past 
a fixed point ohosen as far distant from the intersection as possible,
80 as to reduce to a minimum the effects of congestion on the arrival 
distribution. Intervals between arrivals are listed in Appendix III. 
The separation of these intervals into groups, corresponding to 
continuous periods of observation, is ignored, and the sequence of 
inter-arrival instants resulting for each lane is examined in order 
to assess its conformity with a Poisson arrival process.
The log survivor function for the inter-arrival intervals is 
plotted (fig.).1) for arrivals in each lane. It will be observed 
that this is roughly linear as would be expeoted for a Poisson input.
In order to assess the significance of the deviations from linearity 
the modified mean test of Lewis (196)) based on the statistic S* is 
applied to the intervals of each lane. In eaoh case the value of 
S' is fair from significant. (In lane 1, S' * 6).)0, and the 
distribution of S' under the null hypothesis is normal with mean 82.), 
variance 1).7): in lane 2, S' « 73*70 (mean 72.), variance 12)).
Although as Lewis points out the S' test should detect serially 
correlated alternatives, it was thought useful to determine the 
correlation coefficient of lag one for the intervals of lanes 1 and 2. 
These were respectively .0064) and .004)6, and are far from significant
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if assessed by the criterion of Coz and Lewis (1966), p.16).
It appears that on the data available the arrival process in 
eaoh lane conforms with a Poisson process. A more detailed 
assessment of the adequacy of the Poisson model for arrivals seems 
inappropriate here partly because of the weakness of the techniques 
available for assessing goodness-of-fit of predictions resulting from 
the model, emd the inaccuracies of the data, but also because it is 
to be hoped that the applicability of model III would net be too 
fundamentally affected by slight deviations of the input processes 
from complete randomness.
S.4.2. Realism of predictions from model III.
We consider next the comparison of derived aspects of model III 
with the data, in particular the comparison with sample values of 
certain predicted parameters of the delay distributions.
Means and variances of the delay distributions, both theoretical 
and empirical, are shown in tables ).2, ).). The remarks of 
Appendix II concerning difficulties in measuring delay times are 
relevant here, emd we note that an average bias of, say, 2 seconds in 
lane 1, arising from misinterpretation of 'delay', is not improbable. 
We would expect that biases for Iana 1 and 2 would differ because of 
greater difficulty in assessing the positions of vehicles in lane 2.
Differences in the values of the sample and predicted means
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might therefore be accounted for as due to a combination of four 
factors % lack of realism in the model, biased interpretation of'delay', 
imprecision of parameter estimates in the fitted model, and sampling 
fluctuations of mean delay about its expected value. If the bias 
in observations of delay for a given lane is roughly constant, the 
variance of the delay distribution should be almost unaffected by it, 
and might provide a better statistic than the sample mean upon which 
to base a comparison of data with the model.
It is known that the estimate of the variance of the delay 
distribution calculated by regarding the observed sequence of delays 
as a random sample will be influenced to an unknown extent by the 
autocorrelations of the observations. Jovett (1933) has proposed a 
method of obtaining approximately unbiased estimates of the population 
variance and of the sampling variance of the mean from a section of a
stationary time series, and it seems that this technique might be
useful here. We denote the observed sequence of delays, in order,
by x^ , i " 1, ••. n. The s s e r i a l  variation parameter, may be
defined by
». - B {è(s„ - Xn+g)'} -
where is the variance of the marginal delay distribution and ^  
the serial correlation coefficient of lag s of the joint delay
distribution in lane 1. Jowett suggests that it should often be
possible to find an s^ such that, for some suitable small j < c*
in  which case we m y  w r ite  B *  CT* 08 where 8
provided that ji - j| ^  s^ . His estimate of 6"^  is the average of 
all semi-squared differences which are provided by the oample, i.e.
1
'8
where
i, j : li-j| B 
nn E (x. - T) i-1 ^
n-B 
£i-1
o *i
- 'j)'
®0-1 "1 /£ D 1 ®J
/(a— /
£ 1
, jl li-jl > 8^ i
^  ('i -
«•, Ï* os.” has a bias of at moat e.
He suggests that, in practice, as ia unknown, a value for s^  
may be selected by inspection of sample estimates of given by 
dg - iD/(n-a).
For the data under discussion a delicate assesommt of the most
appropriate value for s^ is not necessary, since, for purposes of
comparison with the theoretical model, is effectively constant,o
save for sampling fluctuations, for s ^ 6.
I i i .
Analnie
Table 5.4.
of 9emi-sQuared differences of
d_ gr ««0 ■o ®o
0 0.0 43.70
1 15.79 45.97
2 27.65 44.32
3 53.79 44.55
4 56.99 44.67
3 57.24 44.76
6 40.70 44.86
7 45.12 44.91
8 47.03 44.51
9 45.55 44.80
10 42.45 44.88
From Table $.4, the estimate of 0^ for lane 1 has a value of
about 44.9.
Observation8 of delay experienced by vehicles in lane 2 are too-
few to permit a sample estimate of the variance of the delays in that
)lane to be made.
A oomparieon of the variance for lane 1 derived in this way with 
the predicted variances of Tables 3.2 and 3.3 reveals that the entries
• y .
of rows (o), 1, 3» 5 appear oonsietent with the sample value.
Jowett shows in addition that an approximately unbiased estimate
of the sampling variance of the mean of a series of correlated
1 nobservations is given by ^  * - v, where v « %-y £ (x. - x.)^.“o l,j»1 * ■
Thus for lane 1 the estimated standard deviation of the mean observed
delay is ^ AA»9 - 4).7 " 1.10. This assists in the oomparioon of
the sample mean with the predicted means % those of rows (l), ()),
(3)f (Table 3*3) are within about 1.3 estimated standard deviations 
of the sample mean, whereas the mean of row (c) (Table 3*2) is distant 
almost two standard deviations.
Inspection of the sequence of observed delays to vehicles in 
lane 1 suggests the likelihood of considerable correlatlen between 
delays of successive vehicles. It would be interesting, therefore, 
to match the aerial correlation coefficients of the model against 
those of the data, possibly by means of a suitable kind of harmonic 
analysis. Unfortunately when the attempt is made to evaluate the 
serial correlation coefficient of lag one in the model, difficulties 
are encountered which are of such a substantial nature that it would 
appear that the evaluation of serial correlation coefficients of lags 
greater than one, by similar methods at least, is net feasible.
We are thus reduced to consideration of the single lag 1 
correlation coefficient, and the derivation of this is discussed in 
some detail in section 3*4.4. This coefficient was not evaluated
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numerically for the following reasons.
(i) Q,uantities suoh as (l ), S2"(l) are required. In the 
evaluation of the mean and variance of the delay distribution 
only Sg'Cl) -f ?2*(l) and Sf^ C^l) + fg"(l) were required and 
the algebra and computation were arranged in order to take 
advantage of any simplifications which might ensue from 
considering the sum V2(x) - ^^(z) -f T2(%). The evaluation 
of 3g(%),though certainly possible, would necessitate repetition 
of muoh of this work.
(ii) The oomparison of an observed with a predicted correlation 
coefficient would, it appears, be merely on an inspection 
basis in the lack of a guitable test of significance.
Despite these difficulties, it is the case that, as with 
the sampling variance of the delay distribution, the sample serial 
correlation coefficient of lag one should not be unduly influenced by 
the existence of an approximately constant bias in the observation on 
delay. It would appear to be possible to expand Jowett's work 
slightly to obtain an approximately unbiased estimate of the lag 1 
serial correlation coefficient by a suitable averaging of the quantity
t Kxj -
li-ii....1.0. y, . .
8^ would be chosen so that | | ^ B for s s^.
The previous paragraphs have been concerned vith attempts to asses;
how well the model predicts fairly general aspects of the distribution
of delays in a given lane. However the question of proportionally 
how many vehicles pass through the intersection without delay is of 
considerable practical interest, and is another aspect of the data 
which might be compared with the model. Since only the first two 
moments of the marginal delay distributions have been considered, 
information derived from this comparison may be largely independent of 
previous results. The theoretical probabilities of no delay under 
the assumption of model III are determined in section 4.).5, and
calculated values listed in Tables 3.2 and 3-3*
In order to construct a sample value for the probability of no 
delay in lane 1, we associate with the n^^ successive vehicle crossing 
the intersection after the commencement of the period of observation a 
dummy random variable z., defined by
z^  « 1 if this vehicle is not delayed,
" 0 if it is delayed.
The probability of no delay is estimated by T for a large sample, and
once again we may invoke the work of Jowett to provide an estimated
standard error for this mean, since the z^  form a correlated sequence 
of observations. Table 3*3 gives for the estimated standard error of 
this probability a value of about .06 (with s^ n 10).
From tables 3*2 and 3*3, ve may therefore regard the entries for
1•probability of no delay• in each of row» (o), (3) and (5), which are 
each within one estimated standard deviation of the sample value, ao 
indicating consistency of the model with the data.
Table 5.3.
Analysis of Semi-squared differences of {.,} .
®o
0 0.0000 0.2410
1 0.1080 0.2424
2 0.1615 0.2441
3 0.206) 0.2451
4 0.2201 0.2456
5 0.2405 0.2460
6 0.229) 0.2460
7 0.2468 0,2462
8 0.2645 0.2462
9 0.2792 0.2460
10 0.2810 0.2456
11 0.26)2 0.24)1
12 0.2450 0,2449
1 •- ■ :
In the preceding paragraphs we have attempted te compare oert&in 
significant aspects of the observations with the model. In spite of 
difficulties in finding suitable estimates of the parameters specifying 
the model, and although the interpretation given to certain aspects 
of the model in the actual situation is probably not the most suitable, 
it has been possible to demonstrate a considerable degree of conformity 
of predicted with observed behaviour. There is every likelihood that 
a more direct method of estimation of parameters in the model, possibly 
based on a minimisation of a measure of distance of observed delay 
frequency distributions from their theoretical counterparts, might 
lead to an even closer fit of the model to the data.
5.4.3. A comparison of model III with model I.
A likelihood function similar to that constructed for model III 
was programmed for model I, and a sequence of regeneration points of 
the type defined in model I was extracted from the film. In order 
to make this sequence of points compatible with the assumptions of 
model I a slight adjustment of the data was required. The likelihood 
function was maximised with respect to the parameters r^ * 1 » 1,2.
The maximised log-likelihood for model I was found to be -312.7.
The comparable figure for model III is -174.8.
If these values were regarded as calculated for the entire record 
of the system which is available, then (Bartlett 1967) they might be
1c,
considered to indicate the superiority of model 1X1 to model I,
However the likelihoods refer to observed sets of regeneration points, 
which are not identical for both models, and thus the likelihoods are 
not directly comparable.
We may obviate this difficulty by observing that the sat of 
regeneration points for model I (set I) is included in the set for 
model III (set )), and thus if we consider set 1 under the assumptions 
of model III the value of the likelihood obtained in this way ni11 be 
greater than or equal to that calculated for set 5 under model III.
It would appear that model III represents a substantial improvement 
on model I.
5.4.4. The correlation coefficient of successive delays to vehicles
itt 2 of model III.
Let A and B refer to consecutive vehicles in lane 2, selected 
at random. The vehicles are delayed for intervals of length t, t\ 
and leave queues of lengths q, q % respectively. The joint 
distribution function of t, t" is B2(t, t*): g2(q.q'" ) is the
probability of a particular pair of values q, q'.
Suppose first that q is non-sero, i.e. B arrives before A departs,
say an interval r after the arrival of A. Then in the interval t-r
immediately following the arrival of A, q-1 vehicles arrive in lane 2 
and in the succeeding interval t*-t4>T a further q**q>1 vehicles arrive
in lane 2. 
Thuo
_Xg(t«.t+z)# «  d3g(t,t'), q »q-1,q/c.
Similarly ,A*>^<X> -X_t -X-f (X_t')S
® * “T m --- •
00 00 , 0* »Let ue define GgCx,*") * £ £ ggCq,q*)% + E g_(0, q/)z"^ ,q»1 q®i*q—1 q •wO
and B?(B,8*)-/^r ' ^ dB-( t, t ' )•■'0 '^ 0
It follow* that
4^» ® t -XgCf+T) XgK'Ct-ï) V ’<*"“^ ^WdB,(t.t')02(x,x«) - Xg*^^ J  / . " .e ' ^
ftD f40 -X,(t'+t-t'%')
V „ J o  • ‘
This expression reduces immediately to the expression of g4.).4 for 
the generating function of the marginal distributieus ef q,q*.
If Tî© write y • y * emd dofifio 2*u.vthor
KgCy,y°) « (X2-y)(X2-y')Cj(l - jrîJT , 1 - ^  ) . 
we have, when y * y• « 0,
K? - ^2 B*(y,y') - V, ^  B”(y,y-) - Kg ï^ly.î ')
, •> B*(X2,y') .
From thia relation B-jtt’^  may be recovered in term* ef 3y%)^  ^^ -.(y. y") 
and known quantities. (Since e.g.
B"(y,y')| E(t*)\^  - y.y'.O /-
We proceed to describe how G,,(x, x* ) may be determined. Vehicle 
A departs either at or immediately following a regeneration ixoint 
which io called the *preceding regeneration point*. Only the 
component of Gg which axis as» from a preceding regeneration point of 
type 3g(n) is evaluated: tsimilar methods may be used for the other
components of G^^ It is convenient to denote by k the total number 
of vehicles which leave at the Sgfo) preceding the departure of A„
Hg the normalising constant defined in @4.3.4.
Case (i)f A and B both have as preceding regeneration point the 
same S2(n), with a total of k departures.
Pr I case (i) and q,q* with q * » q-1j
k<^(n) ,, ^
“ — —  ^2 ^2* k * (o-s) « (q-n+k-2), 2 4 k & a#
<^(n)-, — --- Pg t (a-q) # (q-l), k - a ♦ 1.
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Case (il): A la the last vehicle to leave at its preoeding regeneration
point, and the next vehicle to depart in either lane la 9.
B may now have ae preceding regeneration point, with non- 
sero probability, either S^Cm) (for certain m), or Rg(-1) We 
have, e.g.,
Fr. |caae (ii), 2^^ regeneration point ie of type B^(m),
<^ 2(n)
«2
-  X-®*' fBO .
- ”hJ“  «2 Jq " *=' k - . ♦ 1.
For the remaining oaeoe((lii) - (v)) it is convenient to make uee of 
probability generating functions from the outoet, The following 
p.g.f*8 are useful and refer to the distribution of the number of 
arrivals in lane 2 in an interval defined by the initial and final 
conditions detailed. (I.C. and F.C#). In each situation I.C. refers 
to a regeneration point, with the exceptions of (b), (e), (5). 
on (o!
I.C. t Sgfn) at which at least one vehicle does not depart. Gap 
to I in 1 rejected.
F.C. I Departure of this 1 in 1.
Pr.^r arrivals in lane 2 during interval of length t^
_  (Xgt)' -x,tX,e (l.*2(t)) * dt.
• • Pg(&) " X^(l-,g(X-X2%))/(X»Xg.)
2%,
Situation IB).
I.C. g Queue eziet# in lane 2. Next vehicle in 1 (of uncpecified 
type) has gap rejected.
F.C. I Departure of this vehicle in 1.
Pp(«) » X^(l - P^ggfx-Xgs) - qihg(X-Xg:))/(X-Xgg).
3itu*tioB (y).
I.C. I Queue in 2. Gap to next vehicle in lane 1 ie accepted.
F.C. t Departure of leading vehicle in lane 2.
P;(z) « PiGgfX-kgz) + q^hgCX-Xg»).
Situation (ft).
I.C. I No queueot arrival in lane 2. Nearest vehicle in 1 is a I,
and gap to thio vehicle ie rejected.
F.C. I Departure of thia I in 1•
(Omit possibility that first lane 2 arrival is a I: already
covered in Case (ii) above.)
P»(") - X,Xgq2.(l - f^(X-X2«))/x(X-Xga).
Situation (■).
I.Co I No queuest arrival in lane 2 of type II. Gap to next
arrival in 1 (of type I) is rejected.
F.C. t Departure of this I in 1.
p^(a) « Xi*(l - f^(X-l2i))/(X-X2«).
Situation
I.C. I No queues : arrival in lane 2 of type II. Gap to next
arrival in 1 (of type I) ie aocepted.
F.C. t Departure of this II in 2. 
p (*) = sfgCX-Kgs).
Situation (■>!).
I.C. t No queues in lane 2t arrival in lane 2 of type I.
F.C. t Departure of this I in 2.
( z) z*
Situation (9).
I.C. 3 No queues * arrive! in lane 2 of type II. Nost in i is of
type II.
F.C. s Departure of this II in 2.
P@(z) » 8.
We now return to consideration of possible develepszento of the 
system from an 3g(n).
Case (iii)i A is last vehicle to leave at an Sg(n), at which not all 
queueing vehicles depart. The next vehicle to cross the 
intersection is in lane 1•
This corresponds to situation (o) followed by possibly 
several situations (#), terminating with a situation (kO«
12- .
If ve define
r # no. of arrivals in lane 2 during situation (o) o
r_ - no. of arrivals in lane 2 during i*^ situation (p)Pi
ry " no. of arrivals in lane 2 during situation (JTj, 
we have
Pq* « n+1-k+r +ru+ £ r. -1 ®  ^ i«1 Pi
where p « 0,1, ... is the number of situations (^) which oocuir.
Since r , r , r are independent,a p< ^
p-g.f‘4"q.s^*') - x,(i-g»(x-X2x')) _
(X-XgZ')
and so the contribution to G^Cz,x*) is
...Ja (p )-3 (301 • )} V • )-K,h*(X-XgZ' )|HgCpg-xz')! 2 2 * 3 ^ X2(l-%')+X,(p,*2(X-X2%')+q,h3(X-X2%'))j
Case (iv)t A is the last vehicle to leave at an Sgfn) at which all 
queueing vehicles depart. The next vehicle to arrive in either 
lane is B, whioh is delayed for a non-sero interval ef time.
This corresponds to situation (b) followed by possibly 
several situations (@) and situation (V).
Case (v)t A is the last vehicle to leave at an ^^(n) at which all 
queueing vehicles depart. The next vehicle to arrive is in 
lane 1 (and of type I). There may be several further arrivals
in lane 1 prior to the next arrival in lane 2 (the arrival of B). 
Immediately following the arrival B one of situation# (e), (O. (^) 
or (6) obtains. Situation («) would be followed by possibly several 
situations (j)) and a situation (y).
The contributions to G2(x,x*) arising from cases (iv) and (v) 
total to
X Hg l^fXgd-x' )+X^ (p^g^(X.XgX' )+qih^(X.XgX'
The total contribution to Gg(x,x•) arising from a preceding regeneration
point of type Sg(n) consists of the sum of the contributions arising
from cases (iii) to (v) (listed above) and the contributions from
cases (i) and (ii), whioh are t
1
h! Pg-xx» Pg  2" / ] XX'-Pg ""2"^2
X+S2(p2) x^ (q2f2(X-XgX')4-Pg)
The components of Gg(x,%•) arising from preceding regeneration 
points of types Tg(n), Rg(n), Rg(-1), Rg(-2) may be discussed in a 
similar way. For the reasons given in §3*4.2, this calculation is 
not completed here.
As a check on this complicated analysis, one might use the well- 
known properties of a bivariate probability generating function. On
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inspection of the component of Gg above, after multiplication by Eg, 
it is found that
a) with X ■ X* m 1 this reduces exactly to those terms in Hg which 
may be regarded as arising from Sg(n).
b) with X* M 1, this quantity roduceo to the oorrmapending part of 
the marginal p.g.f. of q, evaluated in §4.3.4.
Thus two partial checks on the calculations are available.
When the attempt is made to obtain the relevant part of the marginal 
p.g.f, of x', the expression obtained is not immediately identifiable 
as in cases (a), (b). It seems likely, however, that, with appropriate 
use of the basic equations of the system, the entire function Gg(%,x•) 
would satisfy this further condition.
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Chapter 6.
Conoluaiop
6.1. Dlaouealon of ohapters 2-5 % problems outstanding eonclaaions.
Chapters 2-3 appear to demonstrate that it ie at least possible 
to oonstruct plausible mathematical models for the problem of delay 
due to right-turning vehicles, and to make some progress with their 
analysis.
Further analysis of these models and in particular of model III 
might be directed towards answering the questionst
(i) what is the distribution of delay caused to vehicles arriving 
in the minor road?
(ii) is a time-dependent analysis of these models possible?
(iii) could model III be supplemented by a model for pedestrian 
behaviour at the intersection?
It might for instance be possible to utilise the formulae of 
Tanner (1962) for the mean delay to vehicles in a minor road caused 
by major road traffic, if it were possible to derive the first two 
momenta of the distribution of the •busy periods• of the intersection.
With regard to the results of fitting model III to an actual 
intersection, a claim could be made that the model reflects in a 
meaningful way those aspects of the real situation arising from right- 
turning vehicles. Given sufficient reaourcoo, one could envisage a 
much more comprehensive statistical analysis of the model. Data
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from several intersections might be available, possibly consisting 
of sequences of observations at different times of day reflecting a 
range of parameter values in the model, and in particular for 
situations in vhioh the proportion of type II vehicles la each lane 
is substantial. These data would be obtained on film with a frame 
speed sufficiently high to give the detail required for an empirical 
study of the gap-acceptance mechanisms in use. It would be 
interesting to select firstly intersections to which the assumptions 
of the model (particularly concerning randomness of arrivals) might 
provide a good approximation, and secondly, a group of intersections 
to whioh these assumptions would apply to a progressively lesser extent. 
In this way information as to the range of validity of the model might 
be obtained.
At the same time a variety of distributional forms for gap- 
requirement times could be considered, and the most suitable determined. 
It seems that the likelihood function used in chapter 3 1# not 
adequate and that modifications to this based on a more complete 
description of the system should be made. For instance, either the 
number of vehicles departing at a regeneration point, or the duration 
of the transition interval might be used to augment the description 
used above.
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6.2. Praotlcal applioationa of Model III,
It ie poasible to envisage certain applications of model III, 
although the construction and the analysis of the models of this 
paper is intended to be not so much a discussion of practical problems 
as a demonstration of the feasibility of this type of approach to 
problems arising from actual road layouts.
An obvious application is to the design of a road system. The 
model could be used to give an indication of how much traffic a 
particular intersection could be expected to deal with, assumptions 
about gap-acceptance being based on experience with similar 
intersections elsewhere. The question of the optimal loading of an 
intersection would become important if some form of traffic routeing 
through a network were available, and the model might give information 
on this.
We note that it is frequently the case that the intersection of 
a four lane major road with a minor road may be regarded as the 
intersection of a two lane major road with a minor road, because of 
the reduction in useful width of the major road caused by parked 
vehicles. Model III or Ill(a) might be applicable to such situations.
At a particular intersection for which suitable data are to hand, 
model III could give information concerning (i) the choice of gap- 
requirement times by drivers, (ii) the capacity(corresponding to 
extreme values of parameters) of the intersection. If such data
TjO.
were available for a large number of intereeotione for whioh, in 
addition, accident etatistics were available, it might be possible 
to relate either some aspect of the vector of parameters describing 
traffic at a particular intersection, or some measure of the leading 
of the intersection relative to its capacity, to aspects of th a 
accident record of the intersection. Possibly & multivariate technique 
such as canonical correlations might be useful in thie respect,
6.5. Further Problems.
A problem related to that considered in this thesis concerns the 
delays caused by right turning vehicles at the priority inters action 
of a four lane major road with a minor road.
It is possible to propose a set of rules of vehicular behaviour 
in a model of this situation which appear to make ite analysis 
comparatively straightforward, by reducing the system to two independent 
subsystems. This may be achieved by the following assumption;; (with 
the usual notation)i
(i) Type I vehicles are confined to the outer lanes, and ty>?e II 
to the inner lanes, at the intersection.
(ii) Type II vehicles base their decision to cross on a gap-requirement 
time applied only to the stream of opposing type I*s, i.e. to
the opposing outer lane.
(iii) Vehicles arriving at the intersection are of randomly assorted 
type.
With thia set of rules, each of the two aubsyatema consisting of 
type I vehicles together with the opposing type II vehicles, is 
independent of the other, at least so far as delays are oonceried.
The four lane intersection may be regarded as a combination of two 
independent *T-junction^, models for which are dlsouosed In Chapter 1. 
The model might be plausible for some situations, in particular when 
lane markings are present.
It is however a matter of common experience that turning ;raffic 
may be delayed by opposing queueing type I vehicles. It ie not 
difficult to oonstruct a model along similar lines which Tould 
incorporate this feature. It is not obvious in what way a sydtem 
of regeneration points may be constructed to assist in Itrj ana .ysis.
The difficulties are twofold: a) the possibility of queues
simultaneously present in two lanes would presumably increase i.he 
number of types of regeneration point, with a ooreaapoBding increase 
in the number of transitions to be considered; and b) it woulc. appear 
necessary to incorporate into the description of the aystom at any 
instant when two queues existed a measure of the time dua to elapse 
before the arrival of the next vehicle in a particular lane. Thus 
it appears that the analysis of such a system might be more apfropriatel] 
based on that of Cohen and Stom (1963).
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Appendix II. Practical Difflcultieg^
1. The Intersection.
Great difficulty was encountered in finding an intersection at 
vhioh conditions were approximately those assumed in the model. The 
reasons for this were (i) there are not many intereeotiomin the 
Glasgow area at which the major road contains only two lan&\ ulth 
literally no opportunity for vehicles to pass to the left of a queue,
(ii) almost all intersections of interest were controlled, or were 
subject to interfering factors such as pedestrian crossings, (iii) 
the traffic Intensity or the proportion of turning vehicles in at 
least one lane was usually far too small. In the event, only one 
suitable intersection was found, and even it was not entirely 
satisfactory - some vehicles did by-pass the queue, and the proportion 
of type II vehicles in one lane was unexpectedly email.
2. The observation*.
Pictures were taken with a time-lapse cine oamera at a constant 
interval of about one second for about 75 minutes at a peak period, 
resulting in approximately 4)00 frames.
Upon inspection, it was observed that for intervals of 
considerable length the intersection was quite free of congestion.
This was found to be a result of the occasional blookiag of each of 
lanes 1,2 some miles upstream of the intersection. It was decided, 
therefore, to ignore these parts of the record, and considerable care
( i i )
vas exercised in selecting for consideration Intervals (beginning and 
ending with free flow) during which the flow of traffic to the 
intersection in both lanes appeared to be unobstructed. It was 
hoped, by this means, to bring the arrival processes into reasonable 
conformity with the postulated Poisson process, and this wa^ la fact 
achieved.
). Interpretation of the record.
(i) Queues.
The interpretation of a "queue* in the model is not q W te so well 
defined in the actual situation as might be supposed. Zrivere tend 
to avoid periods of stationary queueing by slowing their approach to 
an intersection if congestion is observed ahead. The film shows 
clearly the brake-lights of vehicles in lane 1, and this information 
may be used when necessary to estimate the queue length at a given 
instant. Moving vehicles may be considered to be queueing - the 
criterion is not one of speed, but whether a vehicle would or would 
not have joined the end of a stationary queue had it continued to move 
with the speed at which it initially approached the intersection.
Some difficulty was experienced in distinguishing individual 
vehicles at the intersection during periods of heavy congestion, but 
it was usually possible to deduce queue lengths to within reasonable 
accuracy.
(11) D>laya.
Several interpretations of delay in the actual situation are
( i i i )
available. The one considered moat meaningful and adoptod here is 
as follows.
The delay experienced by a given vehicle is the difference 
between the times taken by this vehicle and by a vehicle ef similar 
type, unimpeded by congestion and travelling Initially at tha B?me 
speed, to complete a journey through the intersection. This journey 
is from a point sufficiently far upstream to be clear of any congestion, 
to a point clear of the intersection in the exit lano.
The practical difficulties in estimating the delay of a vehicle 
from the film are considerable. The number of frames taken by the 
vehicle to complete its journey was counted, and the nearest unobstructed 
vehicle was used to provide a comparison. It was found that the 
speeds of unobstructed vehicles through the intersection varied 
considerably.
Thus observations on delay are subject to several sources of 
error. Likelihood of bias arising from an improper interpretation 
of delay in the actual situation, the limitations imposed by frame 
speed, and the considerable subjective element in measuring delays, 
are some of the components contributing to discrepancies of observed 
delays from their predicted values.
( i )
Appendix III, Observations.
(l) Inter-arrival intervals.
Measurements made to tho nearest frame-separation (approximately 
1 second). Commas define continuous periods of observation.
(Data to be read horizontally.)
Lane 1.
9 3 4 5, 8 7 1 8 6 8, 2 6 39 1 2 6
22 9 2 2 14 2 6 4 (j 10» 2 1. 36 4. 2 3
16 5 1 4 1 5 2. 2 2 1 2 4 2 16 2 2
3 1 5 4 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 3 1 2 2 3 3
3 2 1 3 1 2 1 9 6 10, 12 1 4 3 4 7
1 10 16 6, 15. 3 5 4 4. 2 2 1 1 3 5
7 3 2 2, 2 4 1 3 2 2 16, il 2 4 12
7 6 2 2, 3 3 4 5 5, 2 1 3 1 2 4
2 1 3 4 1 5 2 19, 2 5 2 3 6 7 11 2
1 2 1, 2 2 3 18 4 4 2 3. 2 1 3 1
12 1 1 6 2 1 1 4
Lane 2•
1 11 1 1 10 15 2 1 2r 1 1 1 2 1 1
2 3 3 16 2. 1 2 3 6 1 1 2 2 2
6 25 1 1 1 4 1 19 2 4 3 2 5
4 7 1 4 2 2. 2 2 4 1 3 3 4 3
( i i )
2 2 2 6  7, 5 2 2 , 2 2  35 5
4 4 15 5 2 2 3 5, 1 12 1 8 2,
1 13, 4 4 1 8 6, 2 3 6 12, 2, 5
4 2 4 2 2  1, 1 1 2 2 1 3 9 4 2
6 9, 26 3, 1 2 1 3 1 1), 2 3 5 2 2
2 3 4 2 5 2 3 4 1 6 9 , 4 1 1 1
2 4 4 2 1 9 5
(ii) Balaya to T.hiol.a.
Laae 1.
0 0 5 6 6 4 0 0, 19 12 5 4, 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  22 1 9 0 0 0 0 , 0
1 0  0, 0 0  0, 0 0 0 5 6  0, 2 2
10 8 6 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 10 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 18 17 16
14 10 8 10 9 2 1 0, 0 0 0 0
1 4 1 5 4 2 , 0 7 , 0 11, 0 0 0
0 0 2 1 7 7 3 8 , 2 2 0 0  0,
0 0 19 17 4 0, 0 15 11 12 7 2 7,
0 0 3 3 4 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
6 0 , 4 2 11 5 2, 30 28 26 20 5
6 8 6 2, 0 0 0 18 17 15 15 20 I9
18 13 12 11 11 9
Lana 2. (omitting care dala^a).
5 2 , 1 1 7 8 8  2, 1 1 9 8 5
i )
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